Prilog_Aplikacija_za_škole_APEX by Host, Kristina
prompt --application/set_environment 
set define off verify off feedback off 




-- ORACLE Application Express (APEX) export file 
-- 
-- You should run the script connected to SQL*Plus as the Oracle user 
-- APEX_180100 or as the owner (parsing schema) of the application. 
-- 















prompt APPLICATION 50101 - Aplikacija za škole 
-- 
-- Application Export: 
--   Application:     50101 
--   Name:            Aplikacija za škole 
--   Date and Time:   10:32 Monday September 10, 2018 
--   Exported By:     KRISTINAHOST@GMAIL.COM 
--   Flashback:       0 
--   Export Type:     Application Export 
--   Version:         18.1.0.00.45 
--   Instance ID:     63113759365424 
-- 
 
-- Application Statistics: 
--   Pages:                     41 
--     Items:                   88 
--     Computations:             1 
--     Processes:               57 
--     Regions:                100 
--     Buttons:                 84 
--     Dynamic Actions:          7 
--   Shared Components: 
--     Logic: 
--       App Settings:           1 
--       Build Options:          2 
--     Navigation: 
--       Lists:                  3 
--       Breadcrumbs:            1 
--         Entries:             24 
--     Security: 
--       Authentication:         1 
--       Authorization:          3 
--       ACL Roles:              3 
--     User Interface: 
--       Themes:                 1 
--       Templates: 
--         Page:                 9 
--         Region:              15 
--         Label:                7 
--         List:                12 
--         Popup LOV:            1 
--         Calendar:             1 
--         Breadcrumb:           1 
--         Button:               3 
--         Report:              10 
--       LOVs:                   9 
--       Shortcuts:              2 
--       Plug-ins:               4 
--     Globalization: 
--     Reports: 
--     E-Mail: 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'return apex_acl.has_user_role (', 
'     p_application_id=>:APP_ID, ', 
'     p_user_name => :APP_USER, ', 
'     p_role_static_id => ''ADMINISTRATOR'');')) 














'   p_name => ''ACCESS_CONTROL_SCOPE''),''x'') = ''ALL_USERS'' then', 
'    -- allow user not in the ACL to access the application', 
'    return true;', 
'else', 
'    -- require user to have at least one role', 
'    return apex_acl.has_user_any_roles (', 
'        p_application_id => :APP_ID, ', 
'        p_user_name      => :APP_USER);', 
'end if;')) 
,p_error_message=>'You are not authorized to view this application, 
either because you have not been granted access, or your account has been 













'if apex_acl.has_user_role (', 
'  p_application_id=>:APP_ID, ', 
'  p_user_name => :APP_USER, ', 
'  p_role_static_id => ''ADMINISTRATOR'') or', 
'  apex_acl.has_user_role (', 
'    p_application_id=>:APP_ID,', 
'    p_user_name=> :APP_USER,', 
'    p_role_static_id=> ''CONTRIBUTOR'') then', 
'    return true;', 
'else', 
'    return false;', 
'end if;')) 






























































,p_comments=>'The default access level given to authenticated users who 




















'select role_name d, role_id r', 
'from APEX_APPL_ACL_ROLES where application_id = :APP_ID ', 


























'select OZNAKA_RAZREDA AS OZNAKA, OZNAKA_RAZREDA', 
'  from RAZREDNI_ODJEL', 


















,p_lov_query=>'select PREZIME_UCITELJA, JED_BROJ_UCITELJA from UCITELJ 










,p_lov_query=>'select IME_I_PREZIME, IME_I_PREZIME as IME_PREZIME from 











,p_lov_query=>'select PREZIME_UCITELJA AS PREZIME,PREZIME_UCITELJA from 


























'select NAZIV_PREDMETA, OZNAKA_PREDMETA from PREDMET ', 












































































































































































































'<html class="no-js #RTL_CLASS# page-&APP_PAGE_ID. app-&APP_ALIAS." 
lang="&BROWSER_LANGUAGE." #TEXT_DIRECTION#>', 
'<head>', 
'  <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=edge" />', 
'  <meta charset="utf-8">', 
'  <title>#TITLE#</title>', 
'  #APEX_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_CSS#', 
'  #TEMPLATE_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_STYLE_CSS#', 
'  #APPLICATION_CSS#', 
'  #PAGE_CSS#', 
'  #FAVICONS#', 
'  #HEAD#', 
'  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0"/>', 
'</head>', 
'<body class="t-PageBody t-PageBody--showLeft t-PageBody--hideActions no-
anim #PAGE_CSS_CLASSES#" #TEXT_DIRECTION# #ONLOAD# id="t_PageBody">', 
'#FORM_OPEN#', 
'<header class="t-Header" id="t_Header">', 
'  #REGION_POSITION_07#', 
'  <div class="t-Header-branding">', 
'    <div class="t-Header-controls">', 
'      <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--
headerTree" title="#EXPAND_COLLAPSE_NAV_LABEL#" id="t_Button_navControl" 
type="button"><span class="t-Icon fa fa-bars" aria-
hidden="true"></span></button>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-logo">', 
'      <a href="#HOME_LINK#" class="t-Header-logo-link">#LOGO#</a>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-navBar">', 
'      #NAVIGATION_BAR#', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Header-nav">', 
'    #TOP_GLOBAL_NAVIGATION_LIST#', 
'    #REGION_POSITION_06#', 





'  <div class="t-Body-main">', 
'    <div class="t-Body-title" id="t_Body_title">', 
'      #REGION_POSITION_01#', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Body-side" id="t_Body_side">', 
'      #REGION_POSITION_02#', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Body-content" id="t_Body_content">', 
'      #SUCCESS_MESSAGE##NOTIFICATION_MESSAGE##GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION#', 
'      <div class="t-Body-contentInner">', 
'        #BODY#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <footer class="t-Footer">', 
'        <div class="t-Footer-body">', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-content">#REGION_POSITION_05#</div>', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-apex">', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-version">#APP_VERSION#</div>  ', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-customize">#CUSTOMIZE#</div>', 
'            #BUILT_WITH_LOVE_USING_APEX#', 
'          </div>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-Footer-top">', 
'          <a href="#top" class="t-Footer-topButton" 
id="t_Footer_topButton"><span class="a-Icon icon-up-
chevron"></span></a>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </footer>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>', 
'<div class="t-Body-inlineDialogs">', 
















'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--success t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Success" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'          <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#SUCCESS_MESSAGE#</h2>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Success'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 




'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--warning t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Notification" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'          #MESSAGE#', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Notification'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 
,p_navigation_bar=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<ul class="t-NavigationBar" data-mode="classic">', 
'  <li class="t-NavigationBar-item">', 
'    <span class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--noUI t-Button--header 
t-Button--navBar t-Button--headerUser">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon a-Icon icon-user"></span>', 
'        <span class="t-Button-label">&APP_USER.</span>', 
'    </span>', 




'  <a class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--navBar" 
href="#LINK#">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #IMAGE#"></span>', 
'      <span class="t-Button-label">#TEXT#</span>', 
'  </a>', 
'</li>')) 





'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--danger t-Alert--wizard t-Alert--
defaultIcons">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        <h3>#MESSAGE#</h3>', 
'        <p>#ADDITIONAL_INFO#</p>', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-inset">#TECHNICAL_INFO#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      <button onclick="#BACK_LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--hot w50p 
t-Button--large" type="button">#OK#</button>', 
'    </div>', 






















































































































'<html class="no-js #RTL_CLASS# page-&APP_PAGE_ID. app-&APP_ALIAS." 
lang="&BROWSER_LANGUAGE." #TEXT_DIRECTION#>', 
'<head>', 
'  <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=edge" />', 
'  <meta charset="utf-8">  ', 
'  <title>#TITLE#</title>', 
'  #APEX_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_CSS#', 
'  #TEMPLATE_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_STYLE_CSS#', 
'  #APPLICATION_CSS#', 
'  #PAGE_CSS#', 
'  #FAVICONS#', 
'  #HEAD#', 
'  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0"/>', 
'</head>', 
'<body class="t-PageBody t-PageBody--showLeft no-anim #PAGE_CSS_CLASSES#" 
#TEXT_DIRECTION# #ONLOAD# id="t_PageBody">', 
'#FORM_OPEN#', 
'<header class="t-Header" id="t_Header">', 
'  #REGION_POSITION_07#', 
'  <div class="t-Header-branding">', 
'    <div class="t-Header-controls">', 
'      <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--
headerTree" title="#EXPAND_COLLAPSE_NAV_LABEL#" id="t_Button_navControl" 
type="button"><span class="t-Icon fa fa-bars" aria-
hidden="true"></span></button>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-logo">', 
'      <a href="#HOME_LINK#" class="t-Header-logo-link">#LOGO#</a>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-navBar">', 
'      #NAVIGATION_BAR#', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Header-nav">', 
'    #TOP_GLOBAL_NAVIGATION_LIST#', 
'    #REGION_POSITION_06#', 





'  <div class="t-Body-main">', 
'    <div class="t-Body-title" id="t_Body_title">', 
'      #REGION_POSITION_01#', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Body-side" id="t_Body_side">', 
'      #REGION_POSITION_02#', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Body-content" id="t_Body_content">', 
'      #SUCCESS_MESSAGE##NOTIFICATION_MESSAGE##GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION#', 
'      <div class="t-Body-contentInner">', 
'        #BODY#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <footer class="t-Footer">', 
'        <div class="t-Footer-body">', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-content">#REGION_POSITION_05#</div>', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-apex">', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-version">#APP_VERSION#</div>  ', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-customize">#CUSTOMIZE#</div>', 
'            #BUILT_WITH_LOVE_USING_APEX#', 
'          </div>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-Footer-top">', 
'          <a href="#top" class="t-Footer-topButton" 
id="t_Footer_topButton"><span class="a-Icon icon-up-
chevron"></span></a>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </footer>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Body-actions" id="t_Body_actions">', 
'    <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--
headerRight" title="#EXPAND_COLLAPSE_SIDE_COL_LABEL#" 
id="t_Button_rightControlButton" type="button"><span class="t-Icon fa fa-
bars" aria-hidden="true"></span></button>', 
'    <div class="t-Body-actionsContent">', 
'    #REGION_POSITION_03#', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>', 
'<div class="t-Body-inlineDialogs">', 
















'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--success t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Success" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'          <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#SUCCESS_MESSAGE#</h2>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Success'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 




'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--warning t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Notification" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'          #MESSAGE#', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Notification'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 
,p_navigation_bar=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<ul class="t-NavigationBar" data-mode="classic">', 
'  <li class="t-NavigationBar-item">', 
'    <span class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--noUI t-Button--header 
t-Button--navBar t-Button--headerUser">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon a-Icon icon-user"></span>', 
'        <span class="t-Button-label">&APP_USER.</span>', 
'    </span>', 




'  <a class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--navBar" 
href="#LINK#">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #IMAGE#"></span>', 
'      <span class="t-Button-label">#TEXT#</span>', 
'  </a>', 
'</li>')) 






'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--danger t-Alert--wizard t-Alert--
defaultIcons">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        <h3>#MESSAGE#</h3>', 
'        <p>#ADDITIONAL_INFO#</p>', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-inset">#TECHNICAL_INFO#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      <button onclick="#BACK_LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--hot w50p 
t-Button--large" type="button">#OK#</button>', 
'    </div>', 






























































































































'<html class="no-js #RTL_CLASS# page-&APP_PAGE_ID. app-&APP_ALIAS." 
lang="&BROWSER_LANGUAGE." #TEXT_DIRECTION#>', 
'<head>', 
'  <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=edge" />', 
'  <meta charset="utf-8">', 
'  <title>#TITLE#</title>', 
'  #APEX_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_CSS#', 
'  #TEMPLATE_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_STYLE_CSS#', 
'  #APPLICATION_CSS#', 
'  #PAGE_CSS#', 
'  #FAVICONS#', 
'  #HEAD#', 
'  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0"/>', 
'</head>', 





'  #REGION_POSITION_01#', 
'  #SUCCESS_MESSAGE##NOTIFICATION_MESSAGE##GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION#', 
'  <div class="t-Body-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Body-col t-Body-col--main">', 
'      <div class="t-Login-container">', 
'      #BODY#', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
















'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--success t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Success" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'          <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#SUCCESS_MESSAGE#</h2>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Success'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 




'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--warning t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Notification" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'          #MESSAGE#', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Notification'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 





'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--danger t-Alert--wizard t-Alert--
defaultIcons">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        <h3>#MESSAGE#</h3>', 
'        <p>#ADDITIONAL_INFO#</p>', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-inset">#TECHNICAL_INFO#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      <button onclick="#BACK_LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--hot w50p 
t-Button--large" type="button">#OK#</button>', 
'    </div>', 




































































'<html class="no-js #RTL_CLASS# page-&APP_PAGE_ID. app-&APP_ALIAS." 
lang="&BROWSER_LANGUAGE." #TEXT_DIRECTION#>', 
'<head>', 
'  <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=edge" />', 
'  <meta charset="utf-8">', 
'  <title>#TITLE#</title>', 
'  #APEX_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_CSS#', 
'  #TEMPLATE_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_STYLE_CSS#', 
'  #APPLICATION_CSS#', 
'  #PAGE_CSS#', 
'  #FAVICONS#', 
'  #HEAD#', 
'  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0"/>', 
'</head>', 
'<body class="t-PageBody t-PageBody--masterDetail t-PageBody--hideLeft 
no-anim #PAGE_CSS_CLASSES#" #TEXT_DIRECTION# #ONLOAD# id="t_PageBody">', 
'#FORM_OPEN#', 
'<header class="t-Header" id="t_Header">', 
'  #REGION_POSITION_07#', 
'  <div class="t-Header-branding">', 
'    <div class="t-Header-controls">', 
'      <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--
headerTree" title="#EXPAND_COLLAPSE_NAV_LABEL#" id="t_Button_navControl" 
type="button"><span class="t-Icon fa fa-bars" aria-
hidden="true"></span></button>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-logo">', 
'      <a href="#HOME_LINK#" class="t-Header-logo-link">#LOGO#</a>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-navBar">', 
'      #NAVIGATION_BAR#', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Header-nav">', 
'    #TOP_GLOBAL_NAVIGATION_LIST#', 
'    #REGION_POSITION_06#', 





'  <div class="t-Body-main">', 
'    <div class="t-Body-title" id="t_Body_title">', 
'      #REGION_POSITION_01#', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Body-content" id="t_Body_content">', 
'      #SUCCESS_MESSAGE##NOTIFICATION_MESSAGE##GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION#', 
'      <div class="t-Body-info" id="t_Body_info">', 
'        #REGION_POSITION_02#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Body-contentInner">', 
'        #BODY#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <footer class="t-Footer">', 
'        <div class="t-Footer-body">', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-content">#REGION_POSITION_05#</div>', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-apex">', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-version">#APP_VERSION#</div>  ', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-customize">#CUSTOMIZE#</div>', 
'            #BUILT_WITH_LOVE_USING_APEX#', 
'          </div>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-Footer-top">', 
'          <a href="#top" class="t-Footer-topButton" 
id="t_Footer_topButton"><span class="a-Icon icon-up-
chevron"></span></a>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </footer>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Body-actions" id="t_Body_actions">', 
'    <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--
headerRight" title="#EXPAND_COLLAPSE_SIDE_COL_LABEL#" 
id="t_Button_rightControlButton" type="button"><span class="t-Icon fa fa-
bars" aria-hidden="true"></span></button>', 
'    <div class="t-Body-actionsContent">', 
'    #REGION_POSITION_03#', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>', 
'<div class="t-Body-inlineDialogs">', 
















'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--success t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Success" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'          <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#SUCCESS_MESSAGE#</h2>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Success'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 




'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--warning t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Notification" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'          #MESSAGE#', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Notification'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 
,p_navigation_bar=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<ul class="t-NavigationBar" data-mode="classic">', 
'  <li class="t-NavigationBar-item">', 
'    <span class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--noUI t-Button--header 
t-Button--navBar t-Button--headerUser">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon a-Icon icon-user"></span>', 
'        <span class="t-Button-label">&APP_USER.</span>', 
'    </span>', 




'  <a class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--navBar" 
href="#LINK#">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #IMAGE#"></span>', 
'      <span class="t-Button-label">#TEXT#</span>', 
'  </a>', 
'</li>')) 






'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--danger t-Alert--wizard t-Alert--
defaultIcons">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        <h3>#MESSAGE#</h3>', 
'        <p>#ADDITIONAL_INFO#</p>', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-inset">#TECHNICAL_INFO#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      <button onclick="#BACK_LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--hot w50p 
t-Button--large" type="button">#OK#</button>', 
'    </div>', 































































































































'<html class="no-js #RTL_CLASS# page-&APP_PAGE_ID. app-&APP_ALIAS." 
lang="&BROWSER_LANGUAGE." #TEXT_DIRECTION#>', 
'<head>', 
'  <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=edge" />', 
'  <meta charset="utf-8">', 
'  <title>#TITLE#</title>', 
'  #APEX_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_CSS#', 
'  #TEMPLATE_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_STYLE_CSS#', 
'  #APPLICATION_CSS#', 
'  #PAGE_CSS#  ', 
'  #FAVICONS#', 
'  #HEAD#', 
'  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0"/>', 
'</head>', 
'<body class="t-PageBody t-PageBody--hideLeft t-PageBody--hideActions no-
anim #PAGE_CSS_CLASSES# t-PageBody--noNav" #TEXT_DIRECTION# #ONLOAD# 
id="t_PageBody">', 
'#FORM_OPEN#', 
'<header class="t-Header" id="t_Header">', 
'  #REGION_POSITION_07#', 
'  <div class="t-Header-branding">', 
'    <div class="t-Header-controls">', 
'      <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--
headerTree" title="#EXPAND_COLLAPSE_NAV_LABEL#" id="t_Button_navControl" 
type="button"><span class="t-Icon fa fa-bars" aria-
hidden="true"></span></button>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-logo">', 
'      <a href="#HOME_LINK#" class="t-Header-logo-link">#LOGO#</a>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-navBar">', 
'      #NAVIGATION_BAR#', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</header>', 
'    ')) 
,p_box=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<div class="t-Body">', 
'  <div class="t-Body-main">', 
'      <div class="t-Body-title" id="t_Body_title">', 
'        #REGION_POSITION_01#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Body-content" id="t_Body_content">', 
'        #SUCCESS_MESSAGE##NOTIFICATION_MESSAGE##GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION#', 
'        <div class="t-Body-contentInner">', 
'          #BODY#', 
'        </div>', 
'        <footer class="t-Footer">', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-body">', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-content">#REGION_POSITION_05#</div>', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-apex">', 
'              <div class="t-Footer-version">#APP_VERSION#</div>  ', 
'              <div class="t-Footer-customize">#CUSTOMIZE#</div>', 
'              #BUILT_WITH_LOVE_USING_APEX#', 
'            </div>', 
'          </div>', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-top">', 
'            <a href="#top" class="t-Footer-topButton" 
id="t_Footer_topButton"><span class="a-Icon icon-up-
chevron"></span></a>', 
'          </div>', 
'        </footer>', 
'      </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>', 
'<div class="t-Body-inlineDialogs">', 

















'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--success t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Success" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'          <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#SUCCESS_MESSAGE#</h2>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-
Icon icon-close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 




'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--warning t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Notification" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'          #MESSAGE#', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-
Icon icon-close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 
,p_navigation_bar=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<ul class="t-NavigationBar t-NavigationBar--classic" data-
mode="classic">', 
'  <li class="t-NavigationBar-item">', 
'    <span class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--noUI t-Button--header 
t-Button--navBar t-Button--headerUser">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon a-Icon icon-user"></span>', 
'        <span class="t-Button-label">&APP_USER.</span>', 
'    </span>', 




'  <a class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header" href="#LINK#">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #IMAGE#"></span>', 
'      <span class="t-Button-label">#TEXT#</span>', 
'  </a>', 
'</li>')) 





'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--danger t-Alert--wizard t-Alert--
defaultIcons">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        <h3>#MESSAGE#</h3>', 
'        <p>#ADDITIONAL_INFO#</p>', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-inset">#TECHNICAL_INFO#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      <button onclick="#BACK_LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--hot w50p 
t-Button--large" type="button">#OK#</button>', 
'    </div>', 












































































































'<html class="no-js #RTL_CLASS# page-&APP_PAGE_ID. app-&APP_ALIAS." 
lang="&BROWSER_LANGUAGE." #TEXT_DIRECTION#>', 
'<head>', 
'  <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=edge" />', 
'  <meta charset="utf-8">', 
'  <title>#TITLE#</title>', 
'  #APEX_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_CSS#', 
'  #TEMPLATE_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_STYLE_CSS#', 
'  #APPLICATION_CSS#', 
'  #PAGE_CSS#', 
'  #FAVICONS#', 
'  #HEAD#', 
'  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0"/>', 
'</head>', 
'<body class="t-Dialog-page t-Dialog-page--standard #DIALOG_CSS_CLASSES# 
#PAGE_CSS_CLASSES#" #TEXT_DIRECTION# #ONLOAD#>', 
'#FORM_OPEN#')) 
,p_box=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<div class="t-Dialog" role="dialog" aria-label="#TITLE#">', 
'  <div class="t-Dialog-header">#REGION_POSITION_01#</div>', 
'  <div class="t-Dialog-bodyWrapperOut">', 
'      <div class="t-Dialog-bodyWrapperIn"><div class="t-Dialog-body">', 
'      #SUCCESS_MESSAGE##NOTIFICATION_MESSAGE##GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION#', 
'      #BODY#', 
'      </div></div>', 
'  </div>', 
















'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--success t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Success" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'          <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#SUCCESS_MESSAGE#</h2>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Success'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 




'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--warning t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Notification" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'          #MESSAGE#', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Notification'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 





'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--danger t-Alert--wizard t-Alert--
defaultIcons">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        <h3>#MESSAGE#</h3>', 
'        <p>#ADDITIONAL_INFO#</p>', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-inset">#TECHNICAL_INFO#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      <button onclick="#BACK_LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--hot w50p 
t-Button--large" type="button">#OK#</button>', 
'    </div>', 














































































'<html class="no-js #RTL_CLASS# page-&APP_PAGE_ID. app-&APP_ALIAS." 
lang="&BROWSER_LANGUAGE." #TEXT_DIRECTION#>', 
'<head>', 
'  <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=edge" />', 
'  <meta charset="utf-8"> ', 
'  <title>#TITLE#</title>', 
'  #APEX_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_CSS#', 
'  #TEMPLATE_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_STYLE_CSS#', 
'  #APPLICATION_CSS#', 
'  #PAGE_CSS#', 
'  #FAVICONS#', 
'  #HEAD#', 
'  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0"/>', 
'</head>', 
'<body class="t-PageBody t-PageBody--hideLeft no-anim #PAGE_CSS_CLASSES#" 
#TEXT_DIRECTION# #ONLOAD# id="t_PageBody">', 
'#FORM_OPEN#', 
'<header class="t-Header" id="t_Header">', 
'  #REGION_POSITION_07#', 
'  <div class="t-Header-branding">', 
'    <div class="t-Header-controls">', 
'      <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--
headerTree" title="#EXPAND_COLLAPSE_NAV_LABEL#" id="t_Button_navControl" 
type="button"><span class="t-Icon fa fa-bars" aria-
hidden="true"></span></button>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-logo">', 
'      <a href="#HOME_LINK#" class="t-Header-logo-link">#LOGO#</a>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-navBar">', 
'      #NAVIGATION_BAR#', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Header-nav">', 
'    #TOP_GLOBAL_NAVIGATION_LIST#', 
'    #REGION_POSITION_06#', 





'  <div class="t-Body-main">', 
'    <div class="t-Body-title" id="t_Body_title">', 
'      #REGION_POSITION_01#', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Body-content" id="t_Body_content">', 
'      #SUCCESS_MESSAGE##NOTIFICATION_MESSAGE##GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION#', 
'      <div class="t-Body-contentInner">', 
'        #BODY#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <footer class="t-Footer">', 
'        <div class="t-Footer-body">', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-content">#REGION_POSITION_05#</div>', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-apex">', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-version">#APP_VERSION#</div>  ', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-customize">#CUSTOMIZE#</div>', 
'            #BUILT_WITH_LOVE_USING_APEX#', 
'          </div>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-Footer-top">', 
'          <a href="#top" class="t-Footer-topButton" 
id="t_Footer_topButton"><span class="a-Icon icon-up-
chevron"></span></a>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </footer>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Body-actions" id="t_Body_actions">', 
'    <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--
headerRight" title="#EXPAND_COLLAPSE_SIDE_COL_LABEL#" 
id="t_Button_rightControlButton" type="button"><span class="t-Icon fa fa-
bars" aria-hidden="true"></span></button>', 
'    <div class="t-Body-actionsContent">', 
'    #REGION_POSITION_03#', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>', 
'<div class="t-Body-inlineDialogs">', 
















'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--success t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Success" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'          <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#SUCCESS_MESSAGE#</h2>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Success'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 




'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--warning t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Notification" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'          #MESSAGE#', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Notification'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 
,p_navigation_bar=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<ul class="t-NavigationBar" data-mode="classic">', 
'  <li class="t-NavigationBar-item">', 
'    <span class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--noUI t-Button--header 
t-Button--navBar t-Button--headerUser">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon a-Icon icon-user"></span>', 
'        <span class="t-Button-label">&APP_USER.</span>', 
'    </span>', 




'  <a class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--navBar" 
href="#LINK#">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #IMAGE#"></span>', 
'      <span class="t-Button-label">#TEXT#</span>', 
'  </a>', 
'</li>')) 






'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--danger t-Alert--wizard t-Alert--
defaultIcons">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        <h3>#MESSAGE#</h3>', 
'        <p>#ADDITIONAL_INFO#</p>', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-inset">#TECHNICAL_INFO#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      <button onclick="#BACK_LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--hot w50p 
t-Button--large" type="button">#OK#</button>', 
'    </div>', 





















































































































'<html class="no-js #RTL_CLASS# page-&APP_PAGE_ID. app-&APP_ALIAS." 
lang="&BROWSER_LANGUAGE." #TEXT_DIRECTION#>', 
'<head>', 
'  <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=edge" />', 
'  <meta charset="utf-8">', 
'  <title>#TITLE#</title>', 
'  #APEX_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_CSS#', 
'  #TEMPLATE_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_STYLE_CSS#', 
'  #APPLICATION_CSS#', 
'  #PAGE_CSS#  ', 
'  #FAVICONS#', 
'  #HEAD#', 
'  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0"/>', 
'</head>', 
'<body class="t-PageBody t-PageBody--hideLeft t-PageBody--hideActions no-
anim #PAGE_CSS_CLASSES#" #TEXT_DIRECTION# #ONLOAD# id="t_PageBody">', 
'#FORM_OPEN#', 
'<header class="t-Header" id="t_Header">', 
'  #REGION_POSITION_07#', 
'  <div class="t-Header-branding">', 
'    <div class="t-Header-controls">', 
'      <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--
headerTree" title="#EXPAND_COLLAPSE_NAV_LABEL#" id="t_Button_navControl" 
type="button"><span class="t-Icon fa fa-bars" aria-
hidden="true"></span></button>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-logo">', 
'      <a href="#HOME_LINK#" class="t-Header-logo-link">#LOGO#</a>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Header-navBar">', 
'      #NAVIGATION_BAR#', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Header-nav">', 
'    #TOP_GLOBAL_NAVIGATION_LIST#', 
'    #REGION_POSITION_06#', 
'  </div>', 
'</header>', 
'    ')) 
,p_box=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<div class="t-Body">', 
'  #SIDE_GLOBAL_NAVIGATION_LIST#', 
'  <div class="t-Body-main">', 
'      <div class="t-Body-title" id="t_Body_title">', 
'        #REGION_POSITION_01#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Body-content" id="t_Body_content">', 
'        #SUCCESS_MESSAGE##NOTIFICATION_MESSAGE##GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION#', 
'        <div class="t-Body-contentInner">', 
'          #BODY#', 
'        </div>', 
'        <footer class="t-Footer">', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-body">', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-content">#REGION_POSITION_05#</div>', 
'            <div class="t-Footer-apex">', 
'              <div class="t-Footer-version">#APP_VERSION#</div>  ', 
'              <div class="t-Footer-customize">#CUSTOMIZE#</div>', 
'              #BUILT_WITH_LOVE_USING_APEX#', 
'            </div>', 
'          </div>', 
'          <div class="t-Footer-top">', 
'            <a href="#top" class="t-Footer-topButton" 
id="t_Footer_topButton"><span class="a-Icon icon-up-
chevron"></span></a>', 
'          </div>', 
'        </footer>', 
'      </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>', 
'<div class="t-Body-inlineDialogs">', 

















'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--success t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Success" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'          <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#SUCCESS_MESSAGE#</h2>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-
Icon icon-close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 




'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--warning t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Notification" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'          #MESSAGE#', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-
Icon icon-close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 
,p_navigation_bar=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<ul class="t-NavigationBar t-NavigationBar--classic" data-
mode="classic">', 
'  <li class="t-NavigationBar-item">', 
'    <span class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--noUI t-Button--header 
t-Button--navBar t-Button--headerUser">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon a-Icon icon-user"></span>', 
'        <span class="t-Button-label">&APP_USER.</span>', 
'    </span>', 




'  <a class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header" href="#LINK#">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #IMAGE#"></span>', 
'      <span class="t-Button-label">#TEXT#</span>', 
'  </a>', 
'</li>')) 





'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--danger t-Alert--wizard t-Alert--
defaultIcons">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        <h3>#MESSAGE#</h3>', 
'        <p>#ADDITIONAL_INFO#</p>', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-inset">#TECHNICAL_INFO#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      <button onclick="#BACK_LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--hot w50p 
t-Button--large" type="button">#OK#</button>', 
'    </div>', 













































































































'<html class="no-js #RTL_CLASS# page-&APP_PAGE_ID. app-&APP_ALIAS." 
lang="&BROWSER_LANGUAGE." #TEXT_DIRECTION#>', 
'<head>', 
'  <meta http-equiv="x-ua-compatible" content="IE=edge" />', 
'  <meta charset="utf-8">', 
'  <title>#TITLE#</title>', 
'  #APEX_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_CSS#', 
'  #TEMPLATE_CSS#', 
'  #THEME_STYLE_CSS#', 
'  #APPLICATION_CSS#', 
'  #PAGE_CSS#', 
'  #FAVICONS#', 
'  #HEAD#', 
'  <meta name="viewport" content="width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0"/>', 
'</head>', 
'<body class="t-Dialog-page t-Dialog-page--wizard #DIALOG_CSS_CLASSES# 
#PAGE_CSS_CLASSES#" #TEXT_DIRECTION# #ONLOAD#>', 
'#FORM_OPEN#')) 
,p_box=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<div class="t-Dialog" role="dialog" aria-label="#TITLE#">', 
'  <div class="t-Dialog-header">#REGION_POSITION_01#</div>', 
'  <div class="t-Dialog-bodyWrapperOut">', 
'      <div class="t-Dialog-bodyWrapperIn"><div class="t-Dialog-body">', 
'      #SUCCESS_MESSAGE##NOTIFICATION_MESSAGE##GLOBAL_NOTIFICATION#', 
'      #BODY#', 
'      </div></div>', 
'  </div>', 
















'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--success t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Success" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'          <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#SUCCESS_MESSAGE#</h2>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Success'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 




'  <div class="t-Alert t-Alert--defaultIcons t-Alert--warning t-Alert--
horizontal t-Alert--page t-Alert--colorBG" id="t_Alert_Notification" 
role="alert">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'        <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'          #MESSAGE#', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'        <button class="t-Button t-Button--noUI t-Button--icon t-Button--
closeAlert" onclick="apex.jQuery(''#t_Alert_Notification'').remove();" 
type="button" title="#CLOSE_NOTIFICATION#"><span class="t-Icon icon-
close"></span></button>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 




'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--danger t-Alert--wizard t-Alert--
defaultIcons">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        <h3>#MESSAGE#</h3>', 
'        <p>#ADDITIONAL_INFO#</p>', 
'        <div class="t-Alert-inset">#TECHNICAL_INFO#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      <button onclick="#BACK_LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--hot w50p 
t-Button--large" type="button">#OK#</button>', 
'    </div>', 








































































,p_template=>'<button class="t-Button t-Button--noLabel t-Button--icon 
#BUTTON_CSS_CLASSES#" #BUTTON_ATTRIBUTES# onclick="#JAVASCRIPT#" 
type="button" id="#BUTTON_ID#" title="#LABEL#" aria-label="#LABEL#"><span 
class="t-Icon #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#" aria-hidden="true"><' 
||'/span></button>' 
,p_hot_template=>'<button class="t-Button t-Button--noLabel t-Button--
icon #BUTTON_CSS_CLASSES# t-Button--hot" #BUTTON_ATTRIBUTES# 
onclick="#JAVASCRIPT#" type="button" id="#BUTTON_ID#" title="#LABEL#" 
















,p_template=>'<button onclick="#JAVASCRIPT#" class="t-Button 
#BUTTON_CSS_CLASSES#" type="button" #BUTTON_ATTRIBUTES# 
id="#BUTTON_ID#"><span class="t-Button-label">#LABEL#</span></button>' 
,p_hot_template=>'<button onclick="#JAVASCRIPT#" class="t-Button t-















,p_template_name=>'Text with Icon' 
,p_internal_name=>'TEXT_WITH_ICON' 
,p_template=>'<button class="t-Button t-Button--icon 
#BUTTON_CSS_CLASSES#" #BUTTON_ATTRIBUTES# onclick="#JAVASCRIPT#" 
type="button" id="#BUTTON_ID#"><span class="t-Icon t-Icon--left 
#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#" aria-hidden="true"></span><span class="t-Button-
label">#LABEL#' 
||'</span><span class="t-Icon t-Icon--right #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#" aria-
hidden="true"></span></button>' 
,p_hot_template=>'<button class="t-Button t-Button--icon 
#BUTTON_CSS_CLASSES# t-Button--hot" #BUTTON_ATTRIBUTES# 
onclick="#JAVASCRIPT#" type="button" id="#BUTTON_ID#"><span class="t-Icon 
t-Icon--left #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#" aria-hidden="true"></span><span 
class="t-Button-' 

















'<div class="t-Alert #REGION_CSS_CLASSES#" id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" 
#REGION_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'        <h2 class="t-Alert-title" 
id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#_heading">#TITLE#</h2>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">#BODY#</div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">#PREVIOUS##CLOSE##CREATE##NEXT#</div>', 


































































































'<div class="t-ButtonRegion t-Form--floatLeft #REGION_CSS_CLASSES#" 
id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" #REGION_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
'  <div class="t-ButtonRegion-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-ButtonRegion-col t-ButtonRegion-col--left"><div 
class="t-ButtonRegion-buttons">#PREVIOUS##CLOSE##DELETE#</div></div>', 
'    <div class="t-ButtonRegion-col t-ButtonRegion-col--content">', 
'      <h2 class="t-ButtonRegion-title" 
id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#_heading">#TITLE#</h2>', 
'      #BODY#', 
'      <div class="t-ButtonRegion-buttons">#CHANGE#</div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-ButtonRegion-col t-ButtonRegion-col--right"><div 
class="t-ButtonRegion-buttons">#EDIT##CREATE##NEXT#</div></div>', 











































'<div class="t-Region t-Region--carousel #REGION_CSS_CLASSES#" 
id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" #REGION_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
' <div class="t-Region-header">', 
'  <div class="t-Region-headerItems t-Region-headerItems--title">', 
'    <span class="t-Region-headerIcon"><span class="t-Icon 
#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#" aria-hidden="true"></span></span>', 
'    <h2 class="t-Region-title" 
id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#_heading">#TITLE#</h2>', 
'  </div>', 




' <div class="t-Region-bodyWrap">', 
'   <div class="t-Region-buttons t-Region-buttons--top">', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-left">#PREVIOUS#</div>', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-right">#NEXT#</div>', 
'   </div>', 
'   <div class="t-Region-body">', 
'     #BODY#', 
'   <div class="t-Region-carouselRegions">', 
'     #SUB_REGIONS#', 
'   </div>', 
'   </div>', 
'   <div class="t-Region-buttons t-Region-buttons--bottom">', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-left">#CLOSE##HELP#</div>', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-right">#DELETE##CHANGE##CREATE#</div>', 




'<div data-label="#SUB_REGION_TITLE#" id="SR_#SUB_REGION_ID#">', 
















































'<div class="t-Region t-Region--hideShow #REGION_CSS_CLASSES#" 
id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" #REGION_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
' <div class="t-Region-header">', 
'  <div class="t-Region-headerItems  t-Region-headerItems--controls">', 
'    <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--hideShow" 
type="button"></button>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Region-headerItems t-Region-headerItems--title">', 
'    <h2 class="t-Region-title">#TITLE#</h2>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Region-headerItems t-Region-headerItems--
buttons">#EDIT#</div>', 
' </div>', 
' <div class="t-Region-bodyWrap">', 
'   <div class="t-Region-buttons t-Region-buttons--top">', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-left">#CLOSE#</div>', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-right">#CREATE#</div>', 
'   </div>', 
'   <div class="t-Region-body">', 
'     #COPY#', 
'     #BODY#', 
'     #SUB_REGIONS#', 
'     #CHANGE#', 
'   </div>', 
'   <div class="t-Region-buttons t-Region-buttons--bottom">', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-left">#PREVIOUS#</div>', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-right">#NEXT#</div>', 













































'<div class="t-ContentBlock #REGION_CSS_CLASSES#" id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" 
#REGION_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
'  <div class="t-ContentBlock-header"><h1 class="t-ContentBlock-
title">#TITLE#</h1></div>', 
'  <div class="t-ContentBlock-body">#BODY#</div>', 





















'<div class="t-HeroRegion #REGION_CSS_CLASSES#" id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" 
#REGION_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
'  <div class="t-HeroRegion-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-HeroRegion-col t-HeroRegion-col--left"><span class="t-
HeroRegion-icon t-Icon #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"></span></div>', 
'    <div class="t-HeroRegion-col t-HeroRegion-col--content">', 
'      <h1 class="t-HeroRegion-title">#TITLE#</h1>', 
'      #BODY#', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-HeroRegion-col t-HeroRegion-col--right"><div class="t-
HeroRegion-form">#SUB_REGIONS#</div><div class="t-HeroRegion-
buttons">#NEXT#</div></div>', 






























'<div id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#"  class="t-DialogRegion #REGION_CSS_CLASSES# 
js-regionDialog" #REGION_ATTRIBUTES# style="display:none" 
title="#TITLE#">', 
'  <div class="t-DialogRegion-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-DialogRegion-bodyWrapperOut"><div class="t-
DialogRegion-bodyWrapperIn"><div class="t-DialogRegion-
body">#BODY#</div></div></div>', 
'    <div class="t-DialogRegion-buttons">', 
'       <div class="t-ButtonRegion t-ButtonRegion--dialogRegion">', 
'         <div class="t-ButtonRegion-wrap">', 
'           <div class="t-ButtonRegion-col t-ButtonRegion-col--left"><div 
class="t-ButtonRegion-buttons">#PREVIOUS##DELETE##CLOSE#</div></div>', 
'           <div class="t-ButtonRegion-col t-ButtonRegion-col--
right"><div class="t-ButtonRegion-
buttons">#EDIT##CREATE##NEXT#</div></div>', 
'         </div>', 
'       </div>', 
'    </div>', 
































'<div id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" #REGION_ATTRIBUTES# class="t-IRR-region 
#REGION_CSS_CLASSES#">', 






















'<div class="t-Login-region t-Form--stretchInputs t-Form--labelsAbove 
#REGION_CSS_CLASSES#" id="#REGION_ID#" #REGION_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
'  <div class="t-Login-header">', 
'    <span class="t-Login-logo #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"></span>', 
'    <h1 class="t-Login-title" 
id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#_heading">#TITLE#</h1>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Login-body">', 
'    #BODY#', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Login-buttons">', 
'    #NEXT#', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Login-links">', 
'    #EDIT##CREATE#', 
'  </div>', 




























'<div class="t-Region #REGION_CSS_CLASSES#" id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" 
#REGION_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
' <div class="t-Region-header">', 
'  <div class="t-Region-headerItems t-Region-headerItems--title">', 
'    <span class="t-Region-headerIcon"><span class="t-Icon 
#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#" aria-hidden="true"></span></span>', 
'    <h2 class="t-Region-title" 
id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#_heading">#TITLE#</h2>', 
'  </div>', 




' <div class="t-Region-bodyWrap">', 
'   <div class="t-Region-buttons t-Region-buttons--top">', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-left">#PREVIOUS#</div>', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-right">#NEXT#</div>', 
'   </div>', 
'   <div class="t-Region-body">', 
'     #BODY#', 
'     #SUB_REGIONS#', 
'   </div>', 
'   <div class="t-Region-buttons t-Region-buttons--bottom">', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-left">#CLOSE##HELP#</div>', 
'    <div class="t-Region-buttons-right">#DELETE##CHANGE##CREATE#</div>', 













































'<div class="t-TabsRegion #REGION_CSS_CLASSES# apex-tabs-region" 
#REGION_ATTRIBUTES# id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#">', 
'  #BODY#', 
'  <div class="t-TabsRegion-items">', 
'    #SUB_REGIONS#', 
'  </div>', 
'</div>')) 
,p_sub_plug_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<div data-label="#SUB_REGION_TITLE#" id="SR_#SUB_REGION_ID#">', 







































'<div id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" #REGION_ATTRIBUTES# class="t-
BreadcrumbRegion #REGION_CSS_CLASSES#"> ', 
'  <div class="t-BreadcrumbRegion-body">', 
'    <div class="t-BreadcrumbRegion-breadcrumb">', 
'      #BODY#', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-BreadcrumbRegion-title">', 
'      <h1 class="t-BreadcrumbRegion-titleText">#TITLE#</h1>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 

























'<div class="t-Wizard #REGION_CSS_CLASSES#" id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#" 
#REGION_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
'  <div class="t-Wizard-header">', 
'    <h1 class="t-Wizard-title">#TITLE#</h1>', 
'    <div class="u-Table t-Wizard-controls">', 
'      <div class="u-Table-fit t-Wizard-
buttons">#PREVIOUS##CLOSE#</div>', 
'      <div class="u-Table-fill t-Wizard-steps">', 
'        #BODY#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="u-Table-fit t-Wizard-buttons">#NEXT#</div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'  <div class="t-Wizard-body">', 
'    #SUB_REGIONS#', 




























'<li class="t-BadgeList-item #A02#">', 
'  <a class="t-BadgeList-wrap u-color #A04#" href="#LINK#" #A03#>', 
'  <span class="t-BadgeList-label">#TEXT#</span>', 
'  <span class="t-BadgeList-value">#A01#</span>', 
'  </a>', 
'</li>')) 
,p_list_template_noncurrent=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<li class="t-BadgeList-item #A02#">', 
'  <a class="t-BadgeList-wrap u-color #A04#" href="#LINK#" #A03#>', 
'  <span class="t-BadgeList-label">#TEXT#</span>', 
'  <span class="t-BadgeList-value">#A01#</span>', 

















'A01: Large Number', 
'A02: List Item Classes', 










'<li class="t-Cards-item is-active #A04#">', 
'  <div class="t-Card">', 
'    <a href="#LINK#" class="t-Card-wrap" #A05#>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-icon u-color #A06#"><span class="t-Icon 
#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><span class="t-Card-initials" 
role="presentation">#A03#</span></span></div>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-titleWrap"><h3 class="t-Card-
title">#TEXT#</h3><h4 class="t-Card-subtitle">#A07#</h4></div>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-body">', 
'        <div class="t-Card-desc">#A01#</div>', 
'        <div class="t-Card-info">#A02#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <span class="t-Card-colorFill u-color #A06#"></span>', 
'    </a>', 
'  </div>', 
'</li>')) 
,p_list_template_noncurrent=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<li class="t-Cards-item #A04#">', 
'  <div class="t-Card">', 
'    <a href="#LINK#" class="t-Card-wrap" #A05#>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-icon u-color #A06#"><span class="t-Icon 
#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><span class="t-Card-initials" 
role="presentation">#A03#</span></span></div>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-titleWrap"><h3 class="t-Card-
title">#TEXT#</h3><h4 class="t-Card-subtitle">#A07#</h4></div>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-body">', 
'        <div class="t-Card-desc">#A01#</div>', 
'        <div class="t-Card-info">#A02#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <span class="t-Card-colorFill u-color #A06#"></span>', 
'    </a>', 














,p_a04_label=>'List Item CSS Classes' 
,p_a05_label=>'Link Attributes' 











,p_list_template_current=>'<li class="t-LinksList-item is-current 





,p_list_template_noncurrent=>'<li class="t-LinksList-item #A03#"><a 
href="#LINK#" class="t-LinksList-link" #A02#><span class="t-LinksList-













,p_sub_list_item_current=>'<li class="t-LinksList-item is-current 






href="#LINK#" class="t-LinksList-link" #A02#><span class="t-LinksList-




,p_item_templ_curr_w_child=>'<li class="t-LinksList-item is-current is-





,p_item_templ_noncurr_w_child=>'<li class="t-LinksList-item #A03#"><a 
href="#LINK#" class="t-LinksList-link" #A02#><span class="t-LinksList-

















'<li class="t-MediaList-item is-active #A04#">', 
'    <a href="#LINK#" class="t-MediaList-itemWrap #A05#" #A03#>', 
'        <div class="t-MediaList-iconWrap">', 
'            <span class="t-MediaList-icon u-color #A06#"><span class="t-
Icon #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#" #IMAGE_ATTR#></span></span>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-MediaList-body">', 
'            <h3 class="t-MediaList-title">#TEXT#</h3>', 
'            <p class="t-MediaList-desc">#A01#</p>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-MediaList-badgeWrap">', 
'            <span class="t-MediaList-badge">#A02#</span>', 
'        </div>', 
'    </a>', 
'</li>')) 
,p_list_template_noncurrent=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<li class="t-MediaList-item  #A04#">', 
'    <a href="#LINK#" class="t-MediaList-itemWrap #A05#" #A03#>', 
'        <div class="t-MediaList-iconWrap">', 
'            <span class="t-MediaList-icon u-color #A06#"><span class="t-
Icon #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#" #IMAGE_ATTR#></span></span>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-MediaList-body">', 
'            <h3 class="t-MediaList-title">#TEXT#</h3>', 
'            <p class="t-MediaList-desc">#A01#</p>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-MediaList-badgeWrap">', 
'            <span class="t-MediaList-badge">#A02#</span>', 
'        </div>', 














,p_a04_label=>'List Item CSS Classes' 
,p_a05_label=>'Link Class' 










,p_list_template_current=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" data-
disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-
icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_list_template_noncurrent=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 





'var e = apex.jQuery("##PARENT_STATIC_ID#_menubar", 
apex.gPageContext$);', 
'if (e.hasClass("js-addActions")) {', 
'  apex.actions.addFromMarkup( e );', 
'}', 
'e.menu({', 
'  behaveLikeTabs: e.hasClass("js-tabLike"),', 
'  menubarShowSubMenuIcon: e.hasClass("js-showSubMenuIcons") || null,', 
'  iconType: ''fa'',', 
'  slide: e.hasClass("js-slide"),', 
'  menubar: true,', 











,p_sub_list_item_current=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" data-
disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-
icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_sub_list_item_noncurrent=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_item_templ_curr_w_child=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" 
data-disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-
icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_item_templ_noncurr_w_child=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_sub_templ_curr_w_child=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" data-
disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-
icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_sub_templ_noncurr_w_child=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 












'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-




'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-






'var e = apex.jQuery("##PARENT_STATIC_ID#_menu", apex.gPageContext$);', 
'if (e.hasClass("js-addActions")) {', 
'  apex.actions.addFromMarkup( e );', 
'}', 








,p_sub_list_item_current=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_sub_list_item_noncurrent=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_item_templ_curr_w_child=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_item_templ_noncurr_w_child=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_sub_templ_curr_w_child=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_sub_templ_noncurr_w_child=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 


















'<li class="t-NavigationBar-item is-active #A02#">', 
'  <a class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--navBar" 
href="#LINK#">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"></span><span class="t-
Button-label">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</span><span class="t-Button-
badge">#A01#</span>', 
'  </a>', 
'</li>')) 
,p_list_template_noncurrent=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<li class="t-NavigationBar-item #A02#">', 
'  <a class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button--header t-Button--navBar" 
href="#LINK#">', 
'    <span class="t-Icon #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"></span><span class="t-
Button-label">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</span><span class="t-Button-
badge">#A01#</span>', 

















'<li class="t-NavigationBar-item is-active #A02#">', 
'  <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button t-Button--header t-
Button--navBar js-menuButton" type="button" id="#LIST_ITEM_ID#" data-
menu="menu_#LIST_ITEM_ID#">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"></span><span class="t-
Button-label">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</span><span class="t-Button-
badge">#A01#</span><span class="a-Icon icon-down-arrow"></span>', 
'  </button>')) 
,p_item_templ_noncurr_w_child=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<li class="t-NavigationBar-item #A02#">', 
'  <button class="t-Button t-Button--icon t-Button t-Button--header t-
Button--navBar js-menuButton" type="button" id="#LIST_ITEM_ID#" data-
menu="menu_#LIST_ITEM_ID#">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon #ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"></span><span class="t-
Button-label">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</span><span class="t-Button-
badge">#A01#</span><span class="a-Icon icon-down-arrow"></span>', 

















,p_list_template_current=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" data-
disabled="#A02#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_list_template_noncurrent=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 









'<div class="t-Body-nav" id="t_Body_nav" role="navigation" aria-
label="&APP_TITLE!ATTR.">', 






,p_sub_list_item_current=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" data-
disabled="#A02#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_sub_list_item_noncurrent=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_item_templ_curr_w_child=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" 
data-disabled="#A02#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_item_templ_noncurr_w_child=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_sub_templ_curr_w_child=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" data-
disabled="#A02#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 














,p_list_template_current=>'<li class="t-Tabs-item is-active"><a 
href="#LINK#" class="t-Tabs-link"><span class="t-Icon 
#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"></span><span class="t-Tabs-
label">#TEXT#</span></a></li>' 
,p_list_template_noncurrent=>'<li class="t-Tabs-item"><a href="#LINK#" 






















,p_list_template_current=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" data-
disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-
icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_list_template_noncurrent=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_list_template_name=>'Top Navigation Menu' 
,p_internal_name=>'TOP_NAVIGATION_MENU' 
,p_javascript_code_onload=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'var e = apex.jQuery("##PARENT_STATIC_ID#_menubar", 
apex.gPageContext$);', 
'if (e.hasClass("js-addActions")) {', 
'  if ( apex.actions ) {', 
'    apex.actions.addFromMarkup( e );', 
'  } else {', 
'    apex.debug.warn("Include actions.js to support menu shortcuts");', 
'  }', 
'}', 
'e.menu({', 
'  behaveLikeTabs: e.hasClass("js-tabLike"),', 
'  menubarShowSubMenuIcon: e.hasClass("js-showSubMenuIcons") || null,', 
'  slide: e.hasClass("js-slide"),', 
'  menubar: true,', 











,p_sub_list_item_current=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" data-
disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-
icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_sub_list_item_noncurrent=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a></li>' 
,p_item_templ_curr_w_child=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" 
data-disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-
icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_item_templ_noncurr_w_child=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_sub_templ_curr_w_child=>'<li data-current="true" data-id="#A01#" data-
disabled="#A02#" data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-
icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a href="#LINK#" 
title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_sub_templ_noncurr_w_child=>'<li data-id="#A01#" data-disabled="#A02#" 
data-hide="#A03#" data-shortcut="#A05#" data-icon="#ICON_CSS_CLASSES#"><a 
href="#LINK#" title="#A04#">#TEXT_ESC_SC#</a>' 
,p_a01_label=>'ID Attribute' 














,p_list_template_current=>'<li class="t-NavTabs-item #A03# is-active" 
id="#A01#"><a href="#LINK#" class="t-NavTabs-link #A04# " 




,p_list_template_noncurrent=>'<li class="t-NavTabs-item #A03#" 
id="#A01#"><a href="#LINK#" class="t-NavTabs-link #A04# " 













,p_a01_label=>'List Item ID' 
,p_a02_label=>'Badge Value' 













,p_list_template_current=>'<li class="t-WizardSteps-step is-active" 
id="#LIST_ITEM_ID#"><div class="t-WizardSteps-wrap"><span class="t-




WizardSteps-marker"><span class="t-Icon a-Icon icon-

























'<div class="t-Alert t-Alert--horizontal t-Alert--colorBG t-Alert--
defaultIcons t-Alert--#ALERT_TYPE#" role="alert">', 
'  <div class="t-Alert-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-icon">', 
'      <span class="t-Icon"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-header">', 
'        <h2 class="t-Alert-title">#ALERT_TITLE#</h2>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Alert-body">', 
'        #ALERT_DESC#', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Alert-buttons">', 
'      #ALERT_ACTION#', 
'    </div>', 

















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT_SET#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 



















' <span class="t-BadgeList-wrap u-color">', 
'  <span class="t-BadgeList-label">#COLUMN_HEADER#</span>', 

















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT_SET#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 




















'<li class="t-Cards-item #CARD_MODIFIERS#">', 
'  <div class="t-Card">', 
'    <a href="#CARD_LINK#" class="t-Card-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Card-icon u-color #CARD_COLOR#"><span class="t-Icon 
fa #CARD_ICON#"><span class="t-Card-initials" 
role="presentation">#CARD_INITIALS#</span></span></div>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-titleWrap"><h3 class="t-Card-
title">#CARD_TITLE#</h3><h4 class="t-Card-
subtitle">#CARD_SUBTITLE#</h4></div>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-body">', 
'        <div class="t-Card-desc">#CARD_TEXT#</div>', 
'        <div class="t-Card-info">#CARD_SUBTEXT#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <span class="t-Card-colorFill u-color #CARD_COLOR#"></span>', 
'    </a>', 
'  </div>', 
'</li>')) 
,p_row_template_condition1=>':CARD_LINK is not null' 
,p_row_template2=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<li class="t-Cards-item #CARD_MODIFIERS#">', 
'  <div class="t-Card">', 
'    <div class="t-Card-wrap">', 
'      <div class="t-Card-icon u-color #CARD_COLOR#"><span class="t-Icon 
fa #CARD_ICON#"><span class="t-Card-initials" 
role="presentation">#CARD_INITIALS#</span></span></div>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-titleWrap"><h3 class="t-Card-
title">#CARD_TITLE#</h3><h4 class="t-Card-
subtitle">#CARD_SUBTITLE#</h4></div>', 
'      <div class="t-Card-body">', 
'        <div class="t-Card-desc">#CARD_TEXT#</div>', 
'        <div class="t-Card-info">#CARD_SUBTEXT#</div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <span class="t-Card-colorFill u-color #CARD_COLOR#"></span>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</li>')) 















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT_SET#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 




















'<li class="t-Comments-item #COMMENT_MODIFIERS#">', 
'    <div class="t-Comments-icon">', 
'        <div class="t-Comments-userIcon #ICON_MODIFIER#" aria-
hidden="true">#USER_ICON#</div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Comments-body">', 
'        <div class="t-Comments-info">', 
'            #USER_NAME# <span class="t-Comments-
date">#COMMENT_DATE#</span> <span class="t-Comments-
actions">#ACTIONS#</span>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-Comments-comment">', 
'            
#COMMENT_TEXT##ATTRIBUTE_1##ATTRIBUTE_2##ATTRIBUTE_3##ATTRIBUTE_4#', 
'        </div>', 

















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 




'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 



















'<li class="t-MediaList-item #LIST_CLASS#">', 
'    <a href="#LINK#" class="t-MediaList-itemWrap #LINK_CLASS#" 
#LINK_ATTR#>', 
'        <div class="t-MediaList-iconWrap">', 
'            <span class="t-MediaList-icon u-color 
#ICON_COLOR_CLASS#"><span class="t-Icon #ICON_CLASS#"></span></span>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-MediaList-body">', 
'            <h3 class="t-MediaList-title">#LIST_TITLE#</h3>', 
'            <p class="t-MediaList-desc">#LIST_TEXT#</p>', 
'        </div>', 
'        <div class="t-MediaList-badgeWrap">', 
'            <span class="t-MediaList-badge">#LIST_BADGE#</span>', 
'        </div>', 

















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT_SET#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
























'  <li class="t-SearchResults-item">', 
'    <h3 class="t-SearchResults-title"><a 
href="#SEARCH_LINK#">#SEARCH_TITLE#</a></h3>', 
'    <div class="t-SearchResults-info">', 
'      <p class="t-SearchResults-desc">#SEARCH_DESC#</p>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_01#: #VALUE_01#</span>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </li>')) 
,p_row_template_condition1=>':LABEL_02 is null' 
,p_row_template2=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'  <li class="t-SearchResults-item">', 
'    <h3 class="t-SearchResults-title"><a 
href="#SEARCH_LINK#">#SEARCH_TITLE#</a></h3>', 
'    <div class="t-SearchResults-info">', 
'      <p class="t-SearchResults-desc">#SEARCH_DESC#</p>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_01#: #VALUE_01#</span>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_02#: #VALUE_02#</span>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </li>')) 
,p_row_template_condition2=>':LABEL_03 is null' 
,p_row_template3=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'  <li class="t-SearchResults-item">', 
'    <h3 class="t-SearchResults-title"><a 
href="#SEARCH_LINK#">#SEARCH_TITLE#</a></h3>', 
'    <div class="t-SearchResults-info">', 
'      <p class="t-SearchResults-desc">#SEARCH_DESC#</p>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_01#: #VALUE_01#</span>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_02#: #VALUE_02#</span>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_03#: #VALUE_03#</span>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </li>')) 
,p_row_template_condition3=>':LABEL_04 is null' 
,p_row_template4=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'  <li class="t-SearchResults-item">', 
'    <h3 class="t-SearchResults-title"><a 
href="#SEARCH_LINK#">#SEARCH_TITLE#</a></h3>', 
'    <div class="t-SearchResults-info">', 
'      <p class="t-SearchResults-desc">#SEARCH_DESC#</p>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_01#: #VALUE_01#</span>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_02#: #VALUE_02#</span>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_03#: #VALUE_03#</span>', 
'      <span class="t-SearchResults-misc">#LABEL_04#: #VALUE_04#</span>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </li>')) 
,p_row_template_before_rows=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT_SET#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 



















,p_row_template1=>'<td class="t-Report-cell" #ALIGNMENT# 
headers="#COLUMN_HEADER_NAME#">#COLUMN_VALUE#</td>' 
,p_row_template_before_rows=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<div class="t-Report #COMPONENT_CSS_CLASSES#" 
id="report_#REGION_STATIC_ID#" #REPORT_ATTRIBUTES# data-region-
id="#REGION_STATIC_ID#">', 
'  <div class="t-Report-wrap">', 
'    <table class="t-Report-pagination" 
role="presentation">#TOP_PAGINATION#</table>', 
'    <div class="t-Report-tableWrap">', 
'    <table class="t-Report-report" summary="#REGION_TITLE#">')) 
,p_row_template_after_rows=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'      </tbody>', 
'    </table>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Report-links">#EXTERNAL_LINK##CSV_LINK#</div>', 
'    <table class="t-Report-pagination t-Report-pagination--bottom" 
role="presentation">#PAGINATION#</table>', 
















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT_SET#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 




























'<li class="t-Timeline-item #EVENT_MODIFIERS#" #EVENT_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
'  <div class="t-Timeline-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Timeline-user">', 
'      <div class="t-Timeline-avatar #USER_COLOR#">', 
'        #USER_AVATAR#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Timeline-userinfo">', 
'        <span class="t-Timeline-username">#USER_NAME#</span>', 
'        <span class="t-Timeline-date">#EVENT_DATE#</span>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Timeline-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Timeline-typeWrap">', 
'        <div class="t-Timeline-type #EVENT_STATUS#">', 
'          <span class="t-Icon #EVENT_ICON#"></span>', 
'          <span class="t-Timeline-typename">#EVENT_TYPE#</span>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Timeline-body">', 
'        <h3 class="t-Timeline-title">#EVENT_TITLE#</h3>', 
'        <p class="t-Timeline-desc">#EVENT_DESC#</p>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </div>', 
'</li>')) 
,p_row_template_condition1=>':EVENT_LINK is null' 
,p_row_template2=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<li class="t-Timeline-item #EVENT_MODIFIERS#" #EVENT_ATTRIBUTES#>', 
'  <a href="#EVENT_LINK#" class="t-Timeline-wrap">', 
'    <div class="t-Timeline-user">', 
'      <div class="t-Timeline-avatar #USER_COLOR#">', 
'        #USER_AVATAR#', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Timeline-userinfo">', 
'        <span class="t-Timeline-username">#USER_NAME#</span>', 
'        <span class="t-Timeline-date">#EVENT_DATE#</span>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'    <div class="t-Timeline-content">', 
'      <div class="t-Timeline-typeWrap">', 
'        <div class="t-Timeline-type #EVENT_STATUS#">', 
'          <span class="t-Icon #EVENT_ICON#"></span>', 
'          <span class="t-Timeline-typename">#EVENT_TYPE#</span>', 
'        </div>', 
'      </div>', 
'      <div class="t-Timeline-body">', 
'        <h3 class="t-Timeline-title">#EVENT_TITLE#</h3>', 
'        <p class="t-Timeline-desc">#EVENT_DESC#</p>', 
'      </div>', 
'    </div>', 
'  </a>', 
'</li>')) 
,p_row_template_before_rows=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT_SET#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 




















'  #COLUMN_HEADER#', 
'</dt>', 
'<dd class="t-AVPList-value">', 

















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT_SET#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 





















'  #1#', 
'</dt>', 
'<dd class="t-AVPList-value">', 

















'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_page_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 
'  <span class="a-Icon icon-left-arrow"></span>#PAGINATION_PREVIOUS#', 
'</a>')) 
,p_next_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--next">', 
'  #PAGINATION_NEXT_SET#<span class="a-Icon icon-right-arrow"></span>', 
'</a>')) 
,p_previous_set_template=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<a href="#LINK#" class="t-Button t-Button--small t-Button--noUI t-
Report-paginationLink t-Report-paginationLink--prev">', 



















'<div class="t-Form-labelContainer t-Form-labelContainer--hiddenLabel col 
col-#LABEL_COLUMN_SPAN_NUMBER#">', 


















,p_help_link=>'<button class="t-Form-helpButton js-itemHelp" data-
itemhelp="#CURRENT_ITEM_ID#" title="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" aria-
label="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" tabindex="-1" type="button"><span 



















'<div class="t-Form-labelContainer col col-#LABEL_COLUMN_SPAN_NUMBER#">', 


















,p_help_link=>'<button class="t-Form-helpButton js-itemHelp" data-
itemhelp="#CURRENT_ITEM_ID#" title="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" aria-
label="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" tabindex="-1" type="button"><span 





































,p_help_link=>'<button class="t-Form-helpButton js-itemHelp" data-
itemhelp="#CURRENT_ITEM_ID#" title="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" aria-
label="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" tabindex="-1" type="button"><span 





































,p_help_link=>'<button class="t-Form-helpButton js-itemHelp" data-
itemhelp="#CURRENT_ITEM_ID#" title="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" aria-
label="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" tabindex="-1" type="button"><span 



















'<div class="t-Form-labelContainer col col-#LABEL_COLUMN_SPAN_NUMBER#">', 
'  <label for="#CURRENT_ITEM_NAME#" id="#LABEL_ID#" class="t-Form-
label">')) 
,p_template_body2=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
' <span class="u-VisuallyHidden">(#VALUE_REQUIRED#)</span></label>', 
'</div>')) 












,p_help_link=>'<button class="t-Form-helpButton js-itemHelp" data-
itemhelp="#CURRENT_ITEM_ID#" title="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" aria-
label="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" tabindex="-1" type="button"><span 





















'  <label for="#CURRENT_ITEM_NAME#" id="#LABEL_ID#" class="t-Form-
label">')) 
,p_template_body2=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 















,p_help_link=>'<button class="t-Form-helpButton js-itemHelp" data-
itemhelp="#CURRENT_ITEM_ID#" title="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" aria-
label="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" tabindex="-1" type="button"><span 





















'  <label for="#CURRENT_ITEM_NAME#" id="#LABEL_ID#" class="t-Form-
label">')) 
,p_template_body2=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
' <span class="u-VisuallyHidden">(#VALUE_REQUIRED#)</span></label>', 
'</div>')) 
,p_before_item=>'<div class="t-Form-fieldContainer t-Form-fieldContainer-











,p_help_link=>'<button class="t-Form-helpButton js-itemHelp" data-
itemhelp="#CURRENT_ITEM_ID#" title="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" aria-
label="#CURRENT_ITEM_HELP_LABEL#" tabindex="-1" type="button"><span 



















,p_before_first=>'<ul class="t-Breadcrumb #COMPONENT_CSS_CLASSES#">' 








































































'<th id="#DY#" scope="col" class="t-ClassicCalendar-dayColumn">', 
'  <span class="visible-md visible-lg">#IDAY#</span>', 




'<h1 class="t-ClassicCalendar-title">#IMONTH# #YYYY#</h1>')) 
,p_month_open_format=>'<table class="t-ClassicCalendar-calendar" 


























,p_daily_title_format=>'<table cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" border="0" 
summary="" class="t1DayCalendarHolder"> <tr> <td 




'<div class="t-ClassicCalendar t-ClassicCalendar--weekly">', 
'<h1 class="t-ClassicCalendar-title">#WTITLE#</h1>')) 
,p_weekly_day_of_week_format=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<th scope="col" class="t-ClassicCalendar-dayColumn" id="#DY#">', 
'  <span class="visible-md visible-lg">#DD# #IDAY#</span>', 
'  <span class="hidden-md hidden-lg">#DD# #IDY#</span>', 
'</th>')) 
,p_weekly_month_open_format=>'<table border="0" cellpadding="0" 








,p_weekly_today_open_format=>'<td class="t-ClassicCalendar-day is-today" 
headers="#DY#"><div class="t-ClassicCalendar-dayEvents">' 
,p_weekly_weekend_open_format=>'<td class="t-ClassicCalendar-day is-
weekend" headers="#DY#"><div class="t-ClassicCalendar-dayEvents">' 
,p_weekly_weekend_close_format=>'</div></td>' 






,p_daily_day_of_week_format=>'<th scope="col" id="#DY#" class="t-
ClassicCalendar-dayColumn">#IDAY#</th>' 
,p_daily_month_title_format=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<div class="t-ClassicCalendar t-ClassicCalendar--daily">', 
'<h1 class="t-ClassicCalendar-title">#IMONTH# #DD#, #YYYY#</h1>')) 
,p_daily_month_open_format=>'<table border="0" cellpadding="0" 








,p_daily_today_open_format=>'<td class="t-ClassicCalendar-day is-today" 
headers="#DY#"><div class="t-ClassicCalendar-dayEvents">' 








'<h1 class="t-ClassicCalendar-title">#IMONTH# #YYYY#</h1>')) 
,p_cust_day_of_week_format=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<th id="#DY#" scope="col" class="t-ClassicCalendar-dayColumn">', 
'  <span class="visible-md visible-lg">#IDAY#</span>', 
'  <span class="hidden-md hidden-lg">#IDY#</span>', 
'</th>')) 
,p_cust_month_open_format=>'<table class="t-ClassicCalendar-calendar" 

































'<th scope="col" class="t-ClassicCalendar-dayColumn" id="#DY#">', 
'  <span class="visible-md visible-lg">#DD# #IDAY#</span>', 
'  <span class="hidden-md hidden-lg">#DD# #IDY#</span>', 
'</th>')) 
,p_cust_wk_month_open_format=>'<table border="0" cellpadding="0" 
















'<div class="t-ClassicCalendar t-ClassicCalendar--list">', 
'  <div class="t-ClassicCalendar-title">#IMONTH# #YYYY#</div>', 
'  <ul class="t-ClassicCalendar-list">', 
'    #DAYS#', 
'  </ul>', 
'</div>')) 
,p_agenda_past_day_format=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'  <li class="t-ClassicCalendar-listTitle is-past">', 
'    <span class="t-ClassicCalendar-listDayTitle">#IDAY#</span><span 
class="t-ClassicCalendar-listDayDate">#IMONTH# #DD#</span>', 
'  </li>')) 
,p_agenda_today_day_format=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'  <li class="t-ClassicCalendar-listTitle is-today">', 
'    <span class="t-ClassicCalendar-listDayTitle">#IDAY#</span><span 
class="t-ClassicCalendar-listDayDate">#IMONTH# #DD#</span>', 
'  </li>')) 
,p_agenda_future_day_format=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'  <li class="t-ClassicCalendar-listTitle is-future">', 
'    <span class="t-ClassicCalendar-listDayTitle">#IDAY#</span><span 
class="t-ClassicCalendar-listDayDate">#IMONTH# #DD#</span>', 
'  </li>')) 
,p_agenda_past_entry_format=>'  <li class="t-ClassicCalendar-listEvent 
is-past">#DATA#</li>' 
,p_agenda_today_entry_format=>'  <li class="t-ClassicCalendar-listEvent 
is-today">#DATA#</li>' 

































































































































































,p_help_text=>'Sets the type of alert which can be used to determine the 










,p_help_text=>'Determines how the title of the alert is displayed.' 































,p_help_text=>'Determines how the region is styled. Use the "Remove 






















,p_help_text=>'Sets the timer for when to automatically navigate to the 











,p_help_text=>'Sets the Region Body height. You can also specify a custom 
height by modifying the Region''s CSS Classes and using the height helper 
classes "i-hXXX" where XXX is any increment of 10 from 100 to 800.' 










,p_help_text=>'Set the Region''s accent. This accent corresponds to a 











,p_help_text=>'Determines the display of the Region Header which also 
contains the Region Title.' 










,p_help_text=>'Determines the scroll behavior when the region contents 




































































































































































































,p_help_text=>'Shades alternate rows in the report with slightly 





























































































































































































































































































































,p_help_text=>'Sets the style of the button. Use the "Simple" option for 
secondary actions or sets of buttons. Use the "Remove UI Decoration" 











,p_help_text=>'Enables you to group many buttons together into a pill. 
You can use this option to specify where the button is within this set. 











,p_help_text=>'Sets the width of the button.' 










,p_help_text=>'Sets the position of the label relative to the form item.' 






























































,p_display_name=>'Item Post Text' 
,p_display_sequence=>30 
,p_template_types=>'FIELD' 








,p_display_name=>'Item Pre Text' 
,p_display_sequence=>20 
,p_template_types=>'FIELD' 








,p_display_name=>'Item Group Display' 
,p_display_sequence=>300 
,p_template_types=>'FIELD' 





























,p_help_text=>'This will position the contents of the Breadcrumb Bar 











,p_help_text=>'This will position the contents of the Breadcrumb Bar 











,p_help_text=>'This will position the contents of the Breadcrumb Bar 











,p_help_text=>'This will position the contents of the Breadcrumb Bar 
































,p_help_text=>'This will position the contents of the Breadcrumb Bar 











,p_help_text=>'This will position the contents of the Breadcrumb Bar 
































,p_help_text=>'Set alert background color to that of the alert type 


























,p_help_text=>'Visually hides the alert title, but assistive technologies 














































































































































































,p_help_text=>'This will position the button container region to the 























































































































































































,p_help_text=>'This option will hide the region header.  Note that the 
region title will still be audible for Screen Readers. Buttons placed in 



























































,p_help_text=>'Displays a button in the Region Header to maximize the 
region. Clicking this button will toggle the maximize state and stretch 
























































,p_help_text=>'Removes side borders and shadows, and can be useful for 
















































































































































































,p_help_text=>'This option saves the current state of the collapsible 












,p_help_text=>'Removes UI decoration (borders, backgrounds, shadows, etc) 
























,p_help_text=>'Removes side borders and shadows, and can be useful for 























































































































































































































,p_help_text=>'Displays a button in the Interactive Reports toolbar to 
maximize the report. Clicking this button will toggle the maximize state 

























































































































































































































































,p_help_text=>'This option will hide the region header.  Note that the 
region title will still be audible for Screen Readers. Buttons placed in 






































,p_help_text=>'Removes UI decoration (borders, backgrounds, shadows, etc) 























,p_help_text=>'Displays a button in the Region Header to maximize the 
region. Clicking this button will toggle the maximize state and stretch 
























,p_help_text=>'Removes side borders and shadows, and can be useful for 













,p_help_text=>'Useful for displaying primarily text-based content, such 
























































































































,p_help_text=>'Hides the wizard progress steps for screens that are 













,p_help_text=>'Hides the wizard progress steps for screens that are 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































,p_help_text=>'Displays a compact version of timeline with smaller text 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































,p_help_text=>'Fills the card background with the color of the icon or 


















































































































,p_help_text=>'Applies the colors from the theme''s color palette to the 













































































,p_help_text=>'This will show icons for top level items of the list only. 


































































































































,p_help_text=>'Use this option to add shortcuts for menu items. Note that 









































,p_help_text=>'This option will load the side navigation menu in a 





























































































,p_help_text=>'Use this option to add shortcuts for menu items. Note that 








































































































































,p_help_text=>'Displays the wizard progress list in a vertical 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































,p_help_text=>'Displays the Item Post Text in a block style immediately 











,p_help_text=>'Displays the Item Pre Text in a block style immediately 











,p_help_text=>'Displays the radio buttons to look like a button set / 
pill button.  Note that the the radio buttons must all be in the same row 








































,p_build_option_name=>'Feature: Access Control' 
,p_build_option_status=>'INCLUDE' 
,p_feature_identifier=>'APPLICATION_ACCESS_CONTROL' 
,p_build_option_comment=>'Incorporate role based user authentication 





,p_build_option_name=>'Feature: About Page' 
,p_build_option_status=>'INCLUDE' 
,p_feature_identifier=>'APPLICATION_ABOUT_PAGE' 












































































'function render (   p_region in apex_plugin.t_region,', 
'                    p_plugin in apex_plugin.t_plugin,', 
'                    p_is_printer_friendly in boolean )', 
'        return apex_plugin.t_region_render_result is', 
'begin', 
'    sys.htp.p(''<div class="t-SocialFooter">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''    <div class="row">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        <div class="col col-2 alpha">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            <a 
href="https://forums.oracle.com/forums/forum.jspa?forumID=137" 
target="_blank">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        <span class="t-Icon fa fa-
comments"></span>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        Oracle OTN Forums'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            </a>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        </div>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        <div class="col col-2">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            <a 
href="http://www.linkedin.com/skills/skill/Oracle_Application_Express" 
target="_blank">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        <span class="t-Icon fa fa-
linkedin-square"></span>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        Connect on LinkedIn'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            </a>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        </div>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        <div class="col col-2">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            <a href="http://twitter.com/oracleapexnews" 
target="_blank">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        <span class="t-Icon fa fa-
twitter"></span>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        Follow us on Twitter'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            </a>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        </div>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        <div class="col col-2">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            <a href="https://cloud.oracle.com/" 
target="_blank">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        <span class="t-Icon fa fa-
cloud"></span>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        Oracle Database Cloud 
Service'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            </a>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        </div>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        <div class="col col-2">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            <a href="http://apex.oracle.com/" 
target="_blank">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        <span class="t-Icon a-Icon 
sample-apex"></span>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        apex.oracle.com'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            </a>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        </div>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        <div class="col col-2 omega">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            <a 
href="http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/developer-
tools/apex/overview/index.html" target="_blank">'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        <span class="t-Icon a-Icon 
sample-otn"></span>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''                        APEX on OTN'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''            </a>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''        </div>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''    </div>'');', 
'    sys.htp.p(''</div>'');', 
'', 








'<p>This region plug-in is used to display a custom footer at the bottom 
of pages with large icons for navigating to other sites such as twitter 
and linkedin.</p>', 
'<p>Note: This plug-in should be customized to meet your specific 





















'function render (', 
'    p_region              in apex_plugin.t_region,', 
'    p_plugin              in apex_plugin.t_plugin,', 
'    p_is_printer_friendly in boolean )', 
'    return apex_plugin.t_region_render_result is', 
'begin', 
'    apex_javascript.add_onload_code (', 
'        p_code => ''com_oracle_apex_badgelist(''||', 
'            apex_javascript.add_value(p_region.static_id)||', 
'            ''{''||', 
'                -- why is this attribute needed if is not used?', 
'                apex_javascript.add_attribute(', 
'                    ''pageItems'', ', 
'                    
apex_plugin_util.page_item_names_to_jquery(p_region.ajax_items_to_submit)
', 
'                )||', 
'                apex_javascript.add_attribute(', 
'                    ''ajaxIdentifier'', ', 
'                    apex_plugin.get_ajax_identifier, ', 
'                    false, ', 
'                    false', 
'                )||', 
'            ''}''||', 
'        '');''', 
'    );', 
'--    CSS for Big Value List', 
'--    apex_css.add_file (', 
'--        p_name      => ''com_oracle_apex_badge_list'',', 
'--        p_directory => p_plugin.file_prefix );', 
'    -- Start the list', 
'', 
'', 
'    -- It''s time to emit the selected rows', 
'', 
'', 




'function ajax (', 
'    p_region in apex_plugin.t_region,', 
'    p_plugin in apex_plugin.t_plugin', 
') return apex_plugin.t_region_ajax_result ', 
'is', 
'    -- It''s better to have named variables instead of using the generic 
ones,', 
'    -- makes the code more readable. We are using the same defaults for 
the', 
'    -- required attributes as in the plug-in attribute configuration, 
because', 
'    -- they can still be null. Keep them in sync!', 
'    c_top_label_column    constant varchar2(255) := 
p_region.attribute_09;', 
'    c_value_column        constant varchar2(255) := 
p_region.attribute_02;', 
'    c_bottom_label_column constant varchar2(255) := 
p_region.attribute_01;', 
'    c_percent_column      constant varchar2(255) := 
p_region.attribute_03;', 
'    c_link_target         constant varchar2(255) := 
p_region.attribute_04;', 
'    ', 
'    c_layout            constant varchar2(1)   := 
p_region.attribute_05;', 
'    c_chart_size        constant varchar2(3)   := 
p_region.attribute_06;', 
'    c_chart_type        constant varchar2(3)   := 
p_region.attribute_07;', 
'    c_colored           constant varchar2(1)   := 
p_region.attribute_08;', 
'', 
'    l_bottom_label_column_no pls_integer;', 
'    l_top_label_column_no    pls_integer;', 
'    l_value_column_no        pls_integer;', 
'    l_percent_column_no      pls_integer;', 
'    l_column_value_list      apex_plugin_util.t_column_value_list2;', 
'    ', 
'    l_top_label      varchar2(4000);', 
'    l_value             varchar2(4000);', 
'    l_bottom_label      varchar2(4000);', 
'    l_percent           number;', 
'    l_url               varchar2(4000);', 
'    l_class             varchar2(255);', 
'', 
'begin', 
'    apex_json.initialize_output (', 
'        p_http_cache => false );', 
'        -- Read the data based on the region source query', 
'    l_column_value_list := apex_plugin_util.get_data2 (', 
'                               p_sql_statement  => p_region.source,', 
'                               p_min_columns    => 2,', 
'                               p_max_columns    => null,', 
'                               p_component_name => p_region.name );', 
'', 
'    -- Get the actual column# for faster access and also verify that the 
data type', 
'    -- of the column matches with what we are looking for', 
'    l_top_label_column_no := apex_plugin_util.get_column_no (', 
'      p_attribute_label   => ''Top Label'',', 
'      p_column_alias      => c_top_label_column,', 
'      p_column_value_list => l_column_value_list,', 
'      p_is_required       => false,', 
'      p_data_type         => apex_plugin_util.c_data_type_varchar2', 
'    );', 
'', 
'    l_value_column_no   := apex_plugin_util.get_column_no (', 
'                               p_attribute_label   => ''Value'',', 
'                               p_column_alias      => c_value_column,', 
'                               p_column_value_list => 
l_column_value_list,', 
'                               p_is_required       => true,', 
'                               p_data_type         => 
apex_plugin_util.c_data_type_varchar2 );', 
'', 
'    -- Get the actual column# for faster access and also verify that the 
data type', 
'    -- of the column matches with what we are looking for', 
'    l_bottom_label_column_no := apex_plugin_util.get_column_no (', 
'      p_attribute_label   => ''Bottom Label'',', 
'      p_column_alias      => c_bottom_label_column,', 
'      p_column_value_list => l_column_value_list,', 
'      p_is_required       => false,', 
'      p_data_type         => apex_plugin_util.c_data_type_varchar2', 
'    );', 
'                                      ', 
'    l_percent_column_no := apex_plugin_util.get_column_no (', 
'                             p_attribute_label   => ''Percent'',', 
'                             p_column_alias      => c_percent_column,', 
'                             p_column_value_list => 
l_column_value_list,', 
'                             p_is_required       => false,', 
'                             p_data_type         => 
apex_plugin_util.c_data_type_number );', 
'    ', 
'    -- begin output as json', 
'    owa_util.mime_header(''application/json'', false);', 
'    htp.p(''cache-control: no-cache'');', 
'    htp.p(''pragma: no-cache'');', 
'    owa_util.http_header_close;', 
' --   l_message_when_no_data_found := apex_escape.html_whitelist(', 
'  --      apex_plugin_util.replace_substitutions (', 
'   --             p_value  => c_message_when_no_data_found,', 
'   --             p_escape => false', 
'    --        )', 
'    --    );', 
'    apex_json.open_object();', 
'    apex_json.write(''layout'', c_layout); ', 
'    apex_json.write(''chart_size'', c_chart_size); ', 
'    apex_json.write(''chart_type'', c_chart_type); ', 
'    apex_json.write(''colored'', c_colored); ', 
'    apex_json.open_array(''data'');', 
'    for l_row_num in 1 .. l_column_value_list(1).value_list.count loop', 
'        begin', 
'            apex_json.open_object(); ', 
'            -- Set the column values of our current row so that 
apex_plugin_util.replace_substitutions', 
'            -- can do substitutions for columns contained in the region 
source query.', 
'            apex_plugin_util.set_component_values (', 
'                p_column_value_list => l_column_value_list,', 
'                p_row_num           => l_row_num );', 
'', 
'            if l_top_label_column_no is not null', 
'            then', 
'              -- get the top label', 
'              l_top_label := ', 
'                 apex_plugin_util.get_value_as_varchar2 (', 
'                     p_data_type => 
l_column_value_list(l_top_label_column_no).data_type,', 
'                     p_value     => 
l_column_value_list(l_top_label_column_no).value_list(l_row_num) );', 
'', 
'              apex_json.write(''topLabel'', l_top_label); ', 
'            end if;', 
'            ', 
'            -- get the value', 
'            l_value := apex_plugin_util.get_value_as_varchar2 (', 
'                               p_data_type => 
l_column_value_list(l_value_column_no).data_type,', 
'                               p_value     => 
l_column_value_list(l_value_column_no).value_list(l_row_num) );', 
'', 
'            apex_json.write(''value'', l_value); ', 
'', 
'            if l_bottom_label_column_no is not null', 
'            then', 
'              -- get the bottom label', 
'              l_bottom_label := ', 
'                 apex_plugin_util.get_value_as_varchar2 (', 
'                     p_data_type => 
l_column_value_list(l_bottom_label_column_no).data_type,', 
'                     p_value     => 
l_column_value_list(l_bottom_label_column_no).value_list(l_row_num) );', 
'', 
'              apex_json.write(''bottomLabel'', l_bottom_label); ', 
'            end if;', 
'', 
'            -- get percent', 
'            if l_percent_column_no is not null then', 
'                l_percent := 
l_column_value_list(l_percent_column_no).value_list(l_row_num).number_val
ue;', 
'                apex_json.    write(''percent'', l_percent); ', 
'            end if;', 
'', 
'            -- get the link target if it does exist', 
'            if c_link_target is not null then', 
'                l_url := apex_util.prepare_url (', 
'                             apex_plugin_util.replace_substitutions (', 
'                                 p_value  => c_link_target,', 
'                                 p_escape => false ));', 
'                apex_json.    write(''url'', l_url);                ', 
'            end if;', 
'            ', 
'            apex_json.close_object();        ', 
'', 
'', 
'            apex_plugin_util.clear_component_values;', 
'        exception when others then', 
'            apex_plugin_util.clear_component_values;', 
'            raise;', 
'        end;', 
'    end loop;', 
'    apex_json.close_all();', 
'    ', 
'    return null;', 
'exception when others then', 
'    htp.p(''error: ''||apex_escape.html(sqlerrm));', 













'<p>Badge lists are useful for displaying a region with a small number of 
counts for important statistics. For example, in Bug Tracker, this plug-
in is used to show the total bugs, open bugs, open high priority bugs, 
and open critical severity bugs.</' 
||'p>', 
'<p>This plug-in is suitable for adding to the Home page to show 















,p_help_text=>'Select the column from the region SQL Query that holds the 













,p_help_text=>'Select the column from the region SQL Query that holds the 

















,p_help_text=>'Select the column from the region SQL Query that holds the 
percentage values for the badges. Percentages will be displayed together 













'<p>Example 1: URL to navigate to page 10 and set P10_EMPNO to the EMPNO 




'<p>Example 2: Display the EMPNO value of the clicked entry in a 
JavaScript alert', 
'<pre>javascript:alert(''current empno: &amp;EMPNO.'');</pre>', 
'</p>')) 























,p_display_value=>'Fit to Page' 
,p_return_value=>'0' 
,p_help_text=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<p>Sizes the badges to stretch across the page. The width of each badge 
will be determined by the number of badges and the display width.</p>', 






,p_display_value=>'Float to Left' 
,p_return_value=>'F' 
,p_help_text=>'<p>Sizes the badges based on the width of the label for 








,p_help_text=>'Displays only one badge per row. Therefore, if there are 








,p_help_text=>'Displays only two badges per row. Therefore, if there are 








,p_help_text=>'<p>Displays a maximum of three badges per row. Therefore, 








,p_help_text=>'<p>Displays a maximum of four badges per row. Therefore, 









'<p>Displays a maximum of fix badges per row. Therefore, if there are 
seven badges they are displayed on two rows.</p>', 
'<p>Note: on smaller displays where the badges cannot be displayed 
appropriately, the responsive region will revert to less column and 
additional rows. For example, seven badges may be displayed as three 
columns on three rows, instead of five columns ' 







































































































,p_help_text=>'Select if the badges should be displayed in different 



































'select ''Open''               as label,', 
'       to_char(320,''9G990'') as value,', 
'       13                   as percent', 
'  from dual', 
' union all', 
'select ''Closed''             as label,', 
'       to_char(87,''9G990'')  as value,', 
'       70                   as percent', 
























'FUNCTION RENDER (', 
'    P_REGION IN APEX_PLUGIN.T_REGION,', 
'    P_PLUGIN IN APEX_PLUGIN.T_PLUGIN,', 
'    P_IS_PRINTER_FRIENDLY IN BOOLEAN', 
') RETURN APEX_PLUGIN.T_REGION_RENDER_RESULT IS', 
'BEGIN', 
'    HTP.PRN(''<div 
id="''||APEX_ESCAPE.HTML_ATTRIBUTE(P_REGION.STATIC_ID)||''_chart" 
class="hbc">'');', 
'    HTP.PRN(''</div>'');', 
'    ', 
'    APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ONLOAD_CODE (', 
'        P_CODE => ''com_oracle_apex_html5_bar_chart(''||', 
'            APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_VALUE(P_REGION.STATIC_ID)||', 
'            ''{''||', 
'                -- Why is this attribute needed if is not used?', 
'                APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE(', 
'                    ''pageItems'', ', 
'                    
APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.PAGE_ITEM_NAMES_TO_JQUERY(P_REGION.AJAX_ITEMS_TO_SUBMIT)
', 
'                )||', 
'                APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE(', 
'                    ''ajaxIdentifier'', ', 
'                    APEX_PLUGIN.GET_AJAX_IDENTIFIER, ', 
'                    FALSE, ', 
'                    FALSE', 
'                )||', 
'            ''}''||', 
'        '');''', 
'    );', 
'    ', 
'    RETURN NULL;', 
'END RENDER;', 
'', 
'FUNCTION AJAX (', 
'    P_REGION IN APEX_PLUGIN.T_REGION,', 
'    P_PLUGIN IN APEX_PLUGIN.T_PLUGIN', 
') RETURN APEX_PLUGIN.T_REGION_AJAX_RESULT IS', 
'    -- Map region attributes to function constants', 
'    -- MODERN, CLASSIC', 
'    C_CHART_TYPE CONSTANT VARCHAR2(7) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_15;', 
'    -- MODERN, MODERN_2, SOLAR, METRO, CUSTOM, COLUMN', 
'    C_COLOR_SCHEME CONSTANT VARCHAR2(8) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_17;', 
'    C_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS CONSTANT VARCHAR2(4000) := 
P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_10;', 
'    C_COLOR_COLUMN CONSTANT VARCHAR2(255) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_19;', 
'    -- NONE, IMAGE, ICON, INITIALS', 
'    C_ICON_TYPE CONSTANT VARCHAR2(8) := case when C_CHART_TYPE = 
''ICON'' then P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_01 end;', 
'    C_LABEL_COLUMN CONSTANT VARCHAR2(255) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_02;', 
'    C_LABEL_LINK CONSTANT VARCHAR2(255) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_03;', 
'    C_VALUE_COLUMN CONSTANT VARCHAR2(255) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_04;', 
'    C_VALUE_LINK CONSTANT VARCHAR2(255) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_05;', 
'    C_VALUE_FORMAT_MASK CONSTANT VARCHAR2(4000) := 
P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_21;', 
'', 
'    -- ABOVE, AROUND', 
'    C_TEXT_POSITION VARCHAR2(6) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_18;', 
'    C_CHART_CSS_CLASSES CONSTANT VARCHAR2(32767) := 
P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_06;', 
'    C_IMAGE_URL CONSTANT VARCHAR2(4000) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_07;', 
'    C_CSS_ICON_CLASS_NAME CONSTANT VARCHAR2(255) := 
P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_08;', 
'    C_INITIALS_COLUMN CONSTANT VARCHAR2(255) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_09;', 
'    -- ABSOLUTE, RELATIVE', 
'    C_BAR_WIDTH_CALCULATION CONSTANT VARCHAR2(8) := 
P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_16;', 
'    C_DISPLAY CONSTANT VARCHAR2(19) := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_11;', 
'    C_PREFIX_FOR_VALUE CONSTANT VARCHAR2(4000) := 
P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_12;', 
'    C_POSTFIX_FOR_VALUE CONSTANT VARCHAR2(4000) := 
P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_13;', 
'    C_MAXIMUM_ROWS CONSTANT NUMBER := P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_14;', 
'    C_MESSAGE_WHEN_NO_DATA_FOUND CONSTANT VARCHAR2(4000) := 
P_REGION.ATTRIBUTE_20;', 
'    ', 
'    L_COLOR_COLUMN_NUMBER PLS_INTEGER;', 
'    L_LABEL_COLUMN_NUMBER PLS_INTEGER;', 
'    L_VALUE_COLUMN_NUMBER PLS_INTEGER;', 
'    L_INITIALS_COLUMN_NUMBER PLS_INTEGER;', 
'    ', 
'    L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.T_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST2;', 
'    ', 
'    L_COLOR VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'    L_LABEL VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'    L_LABEL_LINK VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'    L_VALUE VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'    L_DISPLAY_VALUE VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'    L_VALUE_LINK VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'    L_IMAGE_URL VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'    L_CSS_ICON_CLASS_NAME VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'    L_INITIALS VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'    L_MESSAGE_WHEN_NO_DATA_FOUND VARCHAR2(4000) := NULL;', 
'', 
'    L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS_TABLE APEX_APPLICATION_GLOBAL.VC_ARR2;', 
'    L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS VARCHAR2(32767) := NULL;', 
'BEGIN', 
'    L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.GET_DATA2(', 
'        P_SQL_STATEMENT  => P_REGION.SOURCE,', 
'        P_MIN_COLUMNS    => 1,', 
'        P_MAX_COLUMNS    => NULL,', 
'        P_COMPONENT_NAME => P_REGION.NAME,', 
'        P_MAX_ROWS => C_MAXIMUM_ROWS', 
'    );', 
'', 
'    L_COLOR_COLUMN_NUMBER := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.GET_COLUMN_NO (', 
'        P_ATTRIBUTE_LABEL   => ''Color Column'',', 
'        P_COLUMN_ALIAS      => C_COLOR_COLUMN,', 
'        P_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST => L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST,', 
'        P_IS_REQUIRED       => C_COLOR_SCHEME = ''COLUMN'',', 
'        P_DATA_TYPE         => APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.C_DATA_TYPE_VARCHAR2', 
'    );', 
'    L_LABEL_COLUMN_NUMBER := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.GET_COLUMN_NO (', 
'        P_ATTRIBUTE_LABEL   => ''Label Column'',', 
'        P_COLUMN_ALIAS      => C_LABEL_COLUMN,', 
'        P_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST => L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST,', 
'        P_IS_REQUIRED       => TRUE,', 
'        P_DATA_TYPE         => APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.C_DATA_TYPE_VARCHAR2', 
'    );', 
'    L_VALUE_COLUMN_NUMBER := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.GET_COLUMN_NO (', 
'        P_ATTRIBUTE_LABEL   => ''Value Column'',', 
'        P_COLUMN_ALIAS      => C_VALUE_COLUMN,', 
'        P_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST => L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST,', 
'        P_IS_REQUIRED       => TRUE,', 
'        P_DATA_TYPE         => APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.C_DATA_TYPE_VARCHAR2', 
'    );', 
'    if C_ICON_TYPE = ''INITIALS'' then', 
'        L_INITIALS_COLUMN_NUMBER := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.GET_COLUMN_NO (', 
'            P_ATTRIBUTE_LABEL   => ''Initials Column'',', 
'            P_COLUMN_ALIAS      => C_INITIALS_COLUMN,', 
'            P_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST => L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST,', 
'            P_IS_REQUIRED       => true,', 
'            P_DATA_TYPE         => 
APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.C_DATA_TYPE_VARCHAR2', 
'        );', 
'    end if;', 
'    -- Begin output as JSON', 
'    OWA_UTIL.MIME_HEADER(''application/json'', FALSE);', 
'    HTP.P(''Cache-Control: no-cache'');', 
'    HTP.P(''Pragma: no-cache'');', 
'    OWA_UTIL.HTTP_HEADER_CLOSE;', 
'    ', 
'    IF C_COLOR_SCHEME = ''CUSTOM'' THEN', 
'        L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS_TABLE := APEX_UTIL.STRING_TO_TABLE(CASE 
WHEN C_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS IS NOT NULL THEN TRIM(BOTH '''''''' FROM 
APEX_ESCAPE.JS_LITERAL(C_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS)) END, '':'');', 
'        L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS := ''"color_scheme":['';', 
'        FOR I IN L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS_TABLE.FIRST .. 
L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS_TABLE.LAST LOOP', 
'            IF I > 1 THEN', 
'                L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS := L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS||'','';', 
'            END IF;', 
'            L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS := 
L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS||''"''||L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS_TABLE(I)||''"'';', 
'        END LOOP;', 
'        L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS := L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS||''],'';', 
'    END IF;', 
'', 
'    L_MESSAGE_WHEN_NO_DATA_FOUND := APEX_ESCAPE.HTML_WHITELIST(', 
'        APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.REPLACE_SUBSTITUTIONS (', 
'                P_VALUE  => C_MESSAGE_WHEN_NO_DATA_FOUND,', 
'                P_ESCAPE => FALSE', 
'            )', 
'        );', 
'', 
'    HTP.PRN(', 
'        ''{''||', 
'            APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                ''chart_type'',', 
'                C_CHART_TYPE,', 
'                FALSE,', 
'                TRUE', 
'            )', 
'    );', 
'    HTP.PRN(', 
'        APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'            ''message_when_no_data_found'',', 
'            L_MESSAGE_WHEN_NO_DATA_FOUND,', 
'            TRUE,', 
'            TRUE', 
'        )', 
'    );', 
'    HTP.PRN(', 
'        APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'            ''chart_css_class_names'',', 
'            C_CHART_CSS_CLASSES,', 
'            TRUE,', 
'            TRUE', 
'        )', 
'    );', 
'    HTP.PRN(', 
'        APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'            ''icon_type'',', 
'            C_ICON_TYPE,', 
'            TRUE,', 
'            TRUE', 
'        )', 
'    );', 
'    IF C_COLOR_SCHEME = ''CUSTOM'' THEN', 
'        HTP.PRN(', 
'            L_CUSTOM_CHART_COLORS', 
'        );', 
'    ELSE', 
'        HTP.PRN(', 
'            APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                ''color_scheme'',', 
'                C_COLOR_SCHEME,', 
'                TRUE,', 
'                TRUE', 
'            )', 
'        );', 
'    END IF;', 
'    HTP.PRN(', 
'            APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                ''text_position'',', 
'                C_TEXT_POSITION,', 
'                FALSE,', 
'                TRUE', 
'            )||', 
'            APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                ''bar_width_calculation'',', 
'                C_BAR_WIDTH_CALCULATION,', 
'                FALSE,', 
'                TRUE', 
'            )||', 
'            APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                ''display'',', 
'                C_DISPLAY,', 
'                FALSE,', 
'                TRUE', 
'            )||', 
'            CASE ', 
'              WHEN C_DISPLAY IN (''VALUE'') THEN', 
'          APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'            ''prefix_for_value'',', 
'            C_PREFIX_FOR_VALUE,', 
'            TRUE,', 
'            TRUE', 
'          )||', 
'          APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'            ''postfix_for_value'',', 
'            C_POSTFIX_FOR_VALUE,', 
'            TRUE,', 
'            TRUE', 
'          )', 
'      END||', 
'            ''"items":[''', 
'    );', 
'    ', 
'    --FOR L_ROW_NUMBER IN L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(1).VALUE_LIST.FIRST .. 
L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(1).VALUE_LIST.LAST LOOP', 
'    FOR L_ROW_NUMBER IN 1 .. L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(1).VALUE_LIST.COUNT 
LOOP', 
'        BEGIN', 
'            APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.SET_COMPONENT_VALUES (', 
'                P_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST => L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST,', 
'                P_ROW_NUM => L_ROW_NUMBER ', 
'            );', 
'            ', 
'            IF L_ROW_NUMBER > 1 THEN', 
'              HTP.PRN('', '');', 
'            END IF;', 
'            ', 
'            HTP.PRN(''{'');', 
'            ', 
'            L_LABEL := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.ESCAPE (', 
'                APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.GET_VALUE_AS_VARCHAR2 (', 
'                    P_DATA_TYPE => 
L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(L_LABEL_COLUMN_NUMBER).DATA_TYPE,', 
'                    P_VALUE => 
L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(L_LABEL_COLUMN_NUMBER).VALUE_LIST(L_ROW_NUMBER)', 
'                ),', 
'                P_REGION.ESCAPE_OUTPUT', 
'            );', 
'            HTP.PRN(', 
'              APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                    ''label'',', 
'                    L_LABEL,', 
'                    FALSE', 
'              )', 
'            );', 
'            L_LABEL_LINK := ', 
'                CASE ', 
'                    WHEN C_LABEL_LINK IS NOT NULL THEN ', 
'                        APEX_UTIL.PREPARE_URL (', 
'                            APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.REPLACE_SUBSTITUTIONS (', 
'                                P_VALUE  => C_LABEL_LINK,', 
'                                P_ESCAPE => FALSE', 
'                            )', 
'                        )', 
'                END;', 
'            HTP.PRN(', 
'              APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                    ''label_link'',', 
'                    L_LABEL_LINK', 
'                )', 
'            );', 
'            ', 
'            L_VALUE := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.ESCAPE (', 
'               APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.GET_VALUE_AS_VARCHAR2 (', 
'                   P_DATA_TYPE => 
L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(L_VALUE_COLUMN_NUMBER).DATA_TYPE,', 
'                   P_VALUE => 
L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(L_VALUE_COLUMN_NUMBER).VALUE_LIST(L_ROW_NUMBER)', 
'               ),', 
'               P_REGION.ESCAPE_OUTPUT', 
'            );', 
'            --', 
'            L_DISPLAY_VALUE :=', 
'                CASE ', 
'                    WHEN C_VALUE_FORMAT_MASK IS NOT NULL THEN', 
'                      to_char(to_number(L_VALUE),C_VALUE_FORMAT_MASK)', 
'                    ELSE', 
'                      L_VALUE', 
'                END;', 
'', 
'            HTP.PRN(', 
'              APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                    ''display_value'',', 
'                    L_DISPLAY_VALUE,', 
'                    FALSE,', 
'                    TRUE', 
'                )', 
'            );', 
'            --', 
'            HTP.PRN(', 
'              APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                    ''value'',', 
'                    L_VALUE,', 
'                    FALSE,', 
'                    C_VALUE_LINK IS NOT NULL OR L_COLOR_COLUMN_NUMBER IS 
NOT NULL OR C_CHART_TYPE = ''ICON''', 
'                )', 
'            );', 
'', 
'            L_VALUE_LINK := ', 
'                CASE ', 
'                    WHEN C_VALUE_LINK IS NOT NULL THEN ', 
'                        APEX_UTIL.PREPARE_URL (', 
'                            APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.REPLACE_SUBSTITUTIONS (', 
'                                P_VALUE  => C_VALUE_LINK,', 
'                                P_ESCAPE => FALSE', 
'                            )', 
'                        )', 
'                END;', 
'             HTP.PRN(', 
'              APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                    ''value_link'',', 
'                    L_VALUE_LINK,', 
'                    TRUE,', 
'                    L_COLOR_COLUMN_NUMBER IS NOT NULL OR C_CHART_TYPE = 
''ICON''', 
'                )', 
'            );', 
'            IF L_COLOR_COLUMN_NUMBER IS NOT NULL THEN', 
'                L_COLOR := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.ESCAPE (', 
'                   APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.GET_VALUE_AS_VARCHAR2 (', 
'                       P_DATA_TYPE => 
L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(L_COLOR_COLUMN_NUMBER).DATA_TYPE,', 
'                       P_VALUE => 
L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(L_COLOR_COLUMN_NUMBER).VALUE_LIST(L_ROW_NUMBER)', 
'                   ),', 
'                   P_REGION.ESCAPE_OUTPUT', 
'                );', 
'                HTP.PRN(', 
'                    APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                        ''color'',', 
'                        L_COLOR,', 
'                        FALSE,', 
'                        C_CHART_TYPE = ''ICON''', 
'                    )', 
'                );', 
'            END IF;', 
'            IF C_ICON_TYPE = ''IMAGE'' THEN', 
'        L_IMAGE_URL := ', 
'                    CASE ', 
'                        WHEN C_IMAGE_URL IS NOT NULL THEN ', 
'                            APEX_UTIL.PREPARE_URL (', 
'                                APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.REPLACE_SUBSTITUTIONS 
(', 
'                                    P_VALUE  => C_IMAGE_URL,', 
'                                    P_ESCAPE => FALSE', 
'                                )', 
'                            )', 
'                    END;', 
'        HTP.PRN(', 
'          APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'            ''image_url'',', 
'            L_IMAGE_URL,', 
'            FALSE,', 
'            FALSE', 
'          )', 
'        );', 
'      ELSIF C_ICON_TYPE = ''ICON'' THEN', 
'        L_CSS_ICON_CLASS_NAME := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.REPLACE_SUBSTITUTIONS 
(', 
'                    P_VALUE  => C_CSS_ICON_CLASS_NAME,', 
'                    P_ESCAPE => TRUE', 
'                );', 
'        HTP.PRN(', 
'                  APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'            ''icon_css_class_name'',', 
'            L_CSS_ICON_CLASS_NAME,', 
'            FALSE,', 
'            FALSE', 
'          )', 
'        );', 
'      ELSIF C_ICON_TYPE = ''INITIALS'' THEN', 
'        L_INITIALS := APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.ESCAPE (', 
'          APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.GET_VALUE_AS_VARCHAR2 (', 
'            P_DATA_TYPE => 
L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(L_INITIALS_COLUMN_NUMBER).DATA_TYPE,', 
'            P_VALUE => 
L_COLUMN_VALUE_LIST(L_INITIALS_COLUMN_NUMBER).VALUE_LIST(L_ROW_NUMBER)', 
'          ),', 
'          P_REGION.ESCAPE_OUTPUT', 
'        );', 
'        HTP.PRN(', 
'                  APEX_JAVASCRIPT.ADD_ATTRIBUTE (', 
'                      ''initials'',', 
'                      L_INITIALS,', 
'                      FALSE,', 
'                      FALSE', 
'                  )', 
'              );', 
'            END IF;', 
'            ', 
'      HTP.PRN(''}'');', 
'            ', 
'            APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.CLEAR_COMPONENT_VALUES;', 
'        EXCEPTION', 
'            WHEN OTHERS THEN', 
'                APEX_PLUGIN_UTIL.CLEAR_COMPONENT_VALUES;', 
'                RAISE;', 
'        END;', 
'    END LOOP;', 
'    HTP.PRN(', 
'            '']''||', 
'        ''}''', 
'    );', 
'    ', 









,p_help_text=>'<p>This plugin draws horizontal bar charts containing 














































,p_help_text=>'Displays a colored circle containing the first two 













,p_help_text=>'Select the column from the region SQL Query that holds the 














'<p>Example 1: URL to navigate to page 10 and set P10_EMPNO to the EMPNO 




'<p>Example 2: Display the EMPNO value of the clicked entry in a 
JavaScript alert', 
'<pre>javascript:alert(''current empno: &amp;EMPNO.'');</pre>', 
'</p>')) 















'<p>Select the column from the region SQL Query that holds the values for 
the chart.</p>', 
'<p>Note: This value is not displayed on the chart items when the chart 














'<p>Example 1: URL to navigate to page 10 and set P10_EMPNO to the EMPNO 




'<p>Example 2: Display the EMPNO value of the clicked entry in a 
JavaScript alert', 
'<pre>javascript:alert(''current empno: &amp;EMPNO.'');</pre>', 
'</p>')) 













,p_help_text=>'<p>Enter CSS class names to be added to the root element 
















,p_help_text=>'<p>Enter the Image URL to be displayed as the chart icon. 
This attribute supports Substitution strings, such as query columns, 
<strong>&amp;IMAGE_URL.</strong>. Notice that substitutions with no value 


































'<p>Select the column from the region SQL Query that holds the initials 
to be displayed as an icon.</p>', 
'<p>Note: If the columns has more than two letters than the icon will 
includes three ellipses (...). Therefore, it is not recommended to use 































,p_help_text=>'<p>Select whether to display  the item value or the 




























































'<p>Enter the maximum number of items to be displayed inside the 
region.</p>', 























,p_help_text=>'Displays bars with the label and value above and add an 








,p_help_text=>'Displays bars with the label and value either above or 
































,p_help_text=>'100% bar width is represented by the sum of the values of 




























































































,p_help_text=>'The label and value are displayed above the bar, to the 




























'  <dt>Hexadecimal (hex) notation</dt><dd><pre>#FF3377</pre>;</dd>', 
'  <dt>HTML colors</dt><dd><pre>blue</pre>.</dd>', 
'</dl>')) 
,p_help_text=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'<p>Select the column from the region SQL Query that holds the color 
codes for the chart. The color can be set using hex values or as the name 
of the color.</p>', 









,p_prompt=>'Message When No Data Found' 
,p_attribute_type=>'TEXT' 
,p_is_required=>true 
,p_default_value=>'No data found.' 
,p_is_translatable=>true 



















,p_help_text=>'Enter a numerical format mask to apply to the value 



























'function render (', 
'    p_region              in apex_plugin.t_region,', 
'    p_plugin              in apex_plugin.t_plugin,', 
'    p_is_printer_friendly in boolean )', 
'    return apex_plugin.t_region_render_result', 
'is', 
'    -- Constants for the columns of our region source query', 
'    c_tag_col   constant pls_integer := 1;', 
'    c_count_col constant pls_integer := 2;', 
'', 
'    -- attributes of the plug-in', 
'    l_target_url           varchar2(4000)  := p_region.attribute_01;', 
'    l_max_display_tags     number          := p_region.attribute_02;', 
'    l_show_count           boolean         := 
nvl(p_region.attribute_03,''Y'') = ''Y'';', 
'    l_no_data_found     varchar2(32767) := 
p_region.no_data_found_message;', 
'', 
'    l_valid_data_type_list wwv_flow_global.vc_arr2;', 
'    l_column_value_list    apex_plugin_util.t_column_value_list2;', 
'    l_printed_records    number := 0;', 
'    l_available_records  number := 20;', 
'    l_max                number;', 
'    l_min                number;', 
'    l_total              number := 0;', 
'    l_cnts               number;', 
'    l_tag                varchar2(4000);', 
'', 
'    l_class_size         number;', 
'    l_class              varchar2(30);', 
'', 
'begin', 
'    -- don''t need to load css file, styles are contained within 
theme_42', 
'    ', 
'    -- apex_css.add_file (', 
'    --     p_name      => ''tag_cloud'',', 
'    --     p_directory => p_plugin.file_prefix,', 
'    --     p_version   => null );', 
'', 
'', 
'    -- define the valid column data types for the region query', 
'    l_valid_data_type_list(c_tag_col)   := 
apex_plugin_util.c_data_type_varchar2;', 
'    l_valid_data_type_list(c_count_col) := 
apex_plugin_util.c_data_type_number;', 
'', 
'    -- get the data to be displayed', 
'    l_column_value_list := apex_plugin_util.get_data2 (', 
'                               p_sql_statement  => p_region.source,', 
'                               p_min_columns    => 2,', 
'                               p_max_columns    => 2,', 
'                               p_data_type_list => 
l_valid_data_type_list,', 
'                               p_component_name => p_region.name );', 
'', 
'   l_available_records := 
l_column_value_list(c_tag_col).value_list.count;', 
'', 
'   -----------------------------------------------', 
'   -- Determine total count and maximum tag counts', 
'   --', 
'   l_max := 0;', 
'   l_min := 1000;', 
'   FOR i in 1.. l_column_value_list(c_count_col).value_list.count loop', 
'      l_cnts := 
l_column_value_list(c_count_col).value_list(i).number_value;', 
'      l_total := l_total + l_cnts;', 
'      if l_cnts > l_max then', 
'         l_max := l_cnts;', 
'      end if;', 
'      if l_cnts < l_min then', 
'         l_min := l_cnts;', 
'      end if;', 
'   end loop;', 
'   if l_max = 0 then l_max := 1; end if;', 
'', 
'', 
'   l_class_size := round((l_max-l_min)/6);', 
'', 
'   ------------------------', 
'   -- Generate tag cloud --', 
'   --', 
'   ', 
'   sys.htp.prn(''<ul class="a-TagCloud">'');', 
'', 
'   for i in 1.. l_column_value_list(c_tag_col).value_list.count loop', 
'       l_printed_records := l_printed_records + 1;', 
'       l_tag := 
apex_escape.html(l_column_value_list(c_tag_col).value_list(i).varchar2_va
lue);', 
'       l_cnts := 
l_column_value_list(c_count_col).value_list(i).number_value;', 
'       if l_cnts < l_min + l_class_size then', 
'          l_class := ''size1'';', 
'       elsif l_cnts < l_min + (l_class_size*2) then', 
'          l_class := ''size2'';', 
'       elsif l_cnts < l_min + (l_class_size*3) then', 
'          l_class := ''size3'';', 
'       elsif l_cnts < l_min + (l_class_size*4) then', 
'          l_class := ''size4'';', 
'       elsif l_cnts < l_min + (l_class_size*5) then', 
'          l_class := ''size5'';', 
'       else l_class := ''size6'';', 
'       end if;      ', 
'       ', 
'        sys.htp.prn(''<li class="a-TagCloud-item">''', 
'            ||apex_plugin_util.get_link(', 
'                p_url  => replace(l_target_url,''#TAG#'',l_tag),', 
'                p_text => l_tag', 
'                            ||case when l_show_count then', 
'                                '' <span class="a-TagCloud-
count">''||l_cnts||''</span>''', 
'                            end,', 
'                p_escape_text => false,', 
'                p_attributes => ''class="a-TagCloud-link a-TagCloud-
link--'' ||l_class||''"'')', 
'            ||''</li>'');', 
'', 
'       if  l_printed_records > l_max_display_tags then', 
'           exit;', 
'       end if;', 
'   end loop;', 
'', 
'   sys.htp.prn(''</ul>'');', 
'   if l_printed_records = 0 then', 
'       sys.htp.p(''<span 
class="nodatafound">''||l_no_data_found||''</span>'');', 
'   end if;', 
'', 








,p_help_text=>'<p>Use this region type plug-in to render a tag cloud. The 















,p_help_text=>'Enter a target page to be called when the user clicks a 














,p_help_text=>'Enter the maximum number of tags to display.' 

























'<strong>Example 1: Render tag cloud with all tags.</strong>', 
'<pre>', 
'select tag, count(*) cnt ', 
'  from your_tag_table', 
' group by tag', 





'<b>Example 2: Render tag cloud with tags specific to a content 
type.</b>', 
'<pre>', 
'select tag, count(*) cnt ', 
'  from your_tag_table', 
' where content_type = ''DOCUMENT''', 
' group by tag', 















































































































,p_name=>'Global Page - Desktop' 












































































































































































































































































































































,p_name=>'DOPUNSKA I DODATNA NASTAVA' 

















'from "#OWNER#"."DOPUNSKA_DODATNA_NASTAVA" ', 









,p_max_row_count_message=>'The maximum row count for this report is 
#MAX_ROW_COUNT# rows.  Please apply a filter to reduce the number of 
records in your query.' 













































































































































































































































































































































,p_lov=>unistr('STATIC:1 - Ponedjeljak,2 - Utorak,3 - Srijeda,4 - 










































'select NAZIV_PREDMETA, OZNAKA_PREDMETA from PREDMET ', 




















,p_lov=>'select IME_I_PREZIME, IME_I_PREZIME as IME_PREZIME from UCENIK 




















































































'select "OZNAKA_AKTIVNOSTI", "NAZIV_AKTIVNOSTI", "CILJEVI_AKTIVNOSTI", 
"OPIS_AKTIVNOSTI", "VODITELJI", "MJESTO_I_VRIJEME", "CIJENA", 
"MAX_BROJ_SUDIONIKA", "SUDIONICI" from 
"#OWNER#"."IZVANNASTAVNA_AKTIVNOST" ', 









,p_max_row_count_message=>'The maximum row count for this report is 
#MAX_ROW_COUNT# rows.  Please apply a filter to reduce the number of 
records in your query.' 









































































































































,p_name=>unistr('A\017DURIRANJE IZVANNASTAVNIH AKTIVNOSTI') 





































































































































































































































,p_lov=>'select IME_I_PREZIME, IME_I_PREZIME as IME_PREZIME from UCENIK 

































,p_lov=>'select PREZIME_UCITELJA AS PREZIME,PREZIME_UCITELJA from UCITELJ 
















































,p_name=>unistr('Kalendar unosa bilje\0161ki') 


















'       *', 










unistr('Uneseno za u\010Denika/icu: &IME_I_PREZIME.    '), 
'</p>   ', 
'<p>', 








































,p_max_row_count_message=>'The maximum row count for this report is 
#MAX_ROW_COUNT# rows.  Please apply a filter to reduce the number of 
records in your query.' 





















































































,p_name=>unistr('A\017DURIRANJE RAZREDNIH ODJELA') 










































































































































































'select NAZIV_PREDMETA, OZNAKA_PREDMETA from PREDMET ', 


































































'from "#OWNER#"."UCITELJ" ', 









,p_max_row_count_message=>'The maximum row count for this report is 
#MAX_ROW_COUNT# rows.  Please apply a filter to reduce the number of 
records in your query.' 

























































































































































































































































,p_prompt=>unistr('Jed. broj u\010Ditelja') 



































































































,p_lov=>unistr('STATIC: Suosje\0107anje i emocionalna inteligencija, 
Sposobnost rada u timu, Sposobnost pregovaranja,Kriti\010Dko 
razmi\0161ljanje i rje\0161avanje problema, Osnovne tehni\010Dke 
vje\0161tine,Verbalne komunikacijske vje\0161tine, Prilagodljivost, Radna 
etika, Stru\010Dnost, Empati\010D') 












































































































































































































































































































'from "#OWNER#"."PREDMET" ', 








,p_max_row_count_message=>'The maximum row count for this report is 
#MAX_ROW_COUNT# rows.  Please apply a filter to reduce the number of 
records in your query.' 






































































































,p_name=>'Sample Database Application' 
,p_step_title=>'Sample Database Application' 
,p_reload_on_submit=>'A' 
,p_warn_on_unsaved_changes=>'N' 






'This is the Home Page of the Sample Database Application.  It is 
intended to be a sales dashboard of sorts - displaying some metrics which 
are derived in real-time from the database.', 
'<p>', 
'The <strong>My Quota</strong> region is a Flash chart type called  Dial 
Chart.  It is dynamically rendered based on a SQL Statement each time the 
page is viewed.  <strong>My Top Orders</strong> displays the top five 
orders for the currently signed in' 
||' user, based on order total.  The <strong>Tasks</strong> region is an 


















' PREZIME_UCITELJA, PLACA FROM UCITELJ', 




















































































'select to_char(o.order_timestamp,''Month DD, YYYY'') order_day,', 
'    SUM(o.order_total) sales,', 
'    ''f?p=&APP_ID.:4:''||:app_session', 
'        ||''::&DEBUG.:RIR,4:IREQ_ORDER_DATE:''', 
'        ||to_char(trunc(order_timestamp),''MM/DD/YYYY'') the_link', 
'from demo_orders o', 
'group by to_char(o.order_timestamp,''Month DD, YYYY''), 
order_timestamp', 


























'select tag, tag_count', 
'from demo_tags_sum', 
'where tag_count > 0', 




,p_plug_query_no_data_found=>'No tags found.' 



















'Select p.product_name||'' - ''||SUM(oi.quantity)||'' x 
''||to_char(p.list_price,''L99G999'')||'''' product,', 
'       SUM(oi.quantity * oi.unit_price) sales,  p.product_id', 
'from demo_order_items oi', 
',    demo_product_info p', 
'where oi.product_id = p.product_id', 
'group by p.Product_id, p.product_name, p.list_price', 






,p_query_show_nulls_as=>' - ' 
,p_query_break_cols=>'0' 

































































































































































































































,p_plug_source=>'SELECT BROJ_PROVJERE, RAZRED||'' [''||PREDMET||'']: 
''||NAZIV_PROVJERE AS PRIKAZ, ''Provjera: ''||NAZIV_PROVJERE||'' iz 
predmeta "''||NAZIV_PREDMETA||''" u ''||RAZRED||'' razredu'' AS 























































































































































'select NAZIV_PREDMETA, OZNAKA_PREDMETA from PREDMET ', 














































































'select OZNAKA_RAZREDA AS OZNAKA, OZNAKA_RAZREDA', 
'  from RAZREDNI_ODJEL', 










































'    if :P16_BROJ_PROVJERE is null then', 
'        select "#OWNER#"."PROVJERE_ZNANJA_SEQ".nextval', 
'          into :P16_BROJ_PROVJERE', 
'          from sys.dual;', 





























































,p_max_row_count_message=>'The maximum row count for this report is 
#MAX_ROW_COUNT# rows.  Please apply a filter to reduce the number of 
records in your query.' 

































































































































,p_name=>unistr('A\017DURIRANJE U\010CENIKA (SAMOSTALNA)') 
















































































































































































































































'select OZNAKA_RAZREDA AS OZNAKA, OZNAKA_RAZREDA', 
'  from RAZREDNI_ODJEL', 


















































































'       IME_I_PREZIME,', 
'       OZNAKA_RAZREDA', 






















































































































































'       REDNI_BROJ_OCJENE,', 
'       OZNAKA_PREDMETA,', 
'       VRIJEDNOST,', 
'       JED_BROJ_UCITELJA,', 
'       DATUM_UNOSA', 


























































































































































































































































































































































'       REDNI_BROJ_NASTAVNOG_SATA,', 
'       OPIS_NASTAVNOG_PLANA_I_PROGRAM', 
'  from NASTAVNI_PLAN', 









































































































































































































,p_button_comment=>'This button is needed for Get Next or Previous 

















,p_button_comment=>'This button is needed for Get Next or Previous 


































































,p_branch_comment=>'This button is needed for Get Next or Previous 










,p_branch_comment=>'This button is needed for Get Next or Previous 





























































































































,p_item_comment=>'This item is needed for Get Next or Previous Primary 










,p_item_comment=>'This item is needed for Get Next or Previous Primary 













,p_item_comment=>'This item is needed for Get Next or Previous Primary 






































































,p_name=>'PROBA 3 KOPIJA' 
,p_step_title=>'PROBA 3 KOPIJA' 









































































































































































'       NAZIV_PREDMETA,', 
'       RAZRED_ODRZAVANJA,', 
'       VRSTA,', 
'       BROJ_NASTAVNIH_SATI', 

































































































































































































































































'       REDNI_BROJ_NASTAVNOG_SATA,', 
'       OPIS_NASTAVNOG_PLANA_I_PROGRAM', 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































,p_name=>unistr('Broj upisanih u\010Denika') 
















,p_plug_source=>'select godina_upisa, count(oib_ucenika) from ucenik 














































































































































































,p_lov=>unistr('STATIC:1 - PRVI;PRVI,2 - DRUGI;DRUGI,3 - 
TRE\0106I;TRE\0106I,4 - \010CETVRTI;\010CETVRTI,5 - PETI;PETI,6 - 





















































,p_lov=>'select PREZIME_UCITELJA AS PREZIME,PREZIME_UCITELJA from UCITELJ 




























































,p_plug_name=>unistr('Upi\0161ite tra\017Eene podatke o predmetu  









































































































































,p_lov=>unistr('STATIC:1 - Prvi;Prvi,2 - Drugi;Drugi,3 - 
Tre\0107i;Tre\0107i,4 - \010Cetvrti;\010Cetvrti,5 - Peti;Peti,6 - 

















































































































'       NAZIV_PREDMETA, RAZRED_ODRZAVANJA', 





















































































































































'       REDNI_BROJ_NASTAVNOG_SATA,', 
'       OPIS_NASTAVNOG_PLANA_I_PROGRAM', 

























































































































































































































































'       IME_I_PREZIME,', 
'       POSEBNE_POTREBE,', 
'       OZNAKA_RAZREDA', 

























































































































































































'       REDNI_BROJ_BILJESKE,', 
'       DATUM_UNOSA_BILJESKE,', 
'       BILJESKA,', 
'       JED_BROJ_UCITELJA', 



































































































































































































































































































































'       NAZIV_PREDMETA,', 
'       RAZRED_ODRZAVANJA', 




















































































































































'       OZNAKA_PREDMETA', 























































































































































































,p_name=>unistr('Popis odli\010Dnih u\010Denika') 





























,p_plug_source=>'select ime_i_prezime, prosjek from ucenik_view where 


































,p_data_source=>'select ime_i_prezime, prosjek from ucenik_view where 


































































,p_plug_name=>unistr('Popis u\010Denika sa neopravdanim izostancima 









'       BROJ_NEOPRAVDANIH', 




















































'       IME_I_PREZIME,', 
'       OZNAKA_RAZREDA', 





















































































































































'       REDNI_BROJ_ROKA,', 
'       OZNAKA_PREDMETA,', 
'       BROJ_IZLASKA,', 
'       DATUM_IZLASKA,', 
'       PROLAZ', 




































































































































































































































































































































































'       IME_I_PREZIME,', 
'       OZNAKA_RAZREDA', 




















































































































































'       REDNI_BROJ_IZOSTANKA,', 
'       DATUM_IZOSTANKA,', 
'       BROJ_SATI,', 
'       RAZLOG,', 
'       OPRAVDANO', 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































unistr('Ukoliko odaberete ovo polje spremate svoje podatke pomo\0107u 
kola\010Di\0107a. Sljede\0107i put kada pristupate stranici podaci \0107e 









,p_process_name=>'Set Username Cookie' 
,p_process_sql_clob=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'apex_authentication.send_login_username_cookie (', 
'    p_username => lower(:P9999_USERNAME),', 











'    p_username => :P9999_USERNAME,', 

















,p_process_name=>'Get Username Cookie' 
,p_process_sql_clob=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
':P9999_USERNAME := apex_authentication.get_login_username_cookie;', 




















'<p>The administration page allows application owners (Administrators) to 
configure the application and maintain common data used across the 
application.', 
'By selecting one of the available settings, administrators can 
potentially change how the application is displayed and/or features 
available to the end users.</p>', 





























































'    l_acl_scope   varchar2(45);', 
'begin', 
'    l_acl_scope   := apex_app_setting.get_value( p_name => 
''ACCESS_CONTROL_SCOPE'' );', 
'', 
'    if l_acl_scope = ''ALL_USERS'' then', 
'        sys.htp.p( 
apex_lang.message(''APEX.FEATURE.ACL.INFO.ALL_USERS'') );', 
'    elsif l_acl_scope = ''ACL_ONLY'' then', 
'        sys.htp.p( apex_lang.message(''APEX.FEATURE.ACL.INFO.ACL_ONLY'') 
);', 
'    else', 
'        sys.htp.p( 
apex_lang.message(''APEX.FEATURE.ACL.INFO.ACL_VALUE_INVALID'', 
l_acl_scope) );', 


















'select r.role_name, (select count(*) from apex_appl_acl_user_roles ur 
where r.role_id = ur.role_id) user_count, r.role_id', 
'from  APEX_APPL_ACL_ROLES r', 
'where r.application_id = :APP_ID', 
'group by r.role_name, r.role_id', 


























































































,p_name=>'Configure Access Control' 
,p_page_mode=>'MODAL' 







'<p>Select the appropriate choice for any authenticated users.<br> ', 
'Selecting <strong>No</strong> makes the application more secure as only 
specified users can access the application. ', 
'However, if your application has a large user community then maintaining 
users may be onerous, and you may prefer to choose <strong>Yes</strong> 
and only enter application Administrators, and possibly 
Contributors.<br>', 
'If you select <strong>Yes</strong> then you must also select how users 
not included in the users list are treated.</p>', 
'<p>Select between requiring email addresses and any alphanumeric value 
for Usernames.<br>', 
'Generally, you should set this setting to <strong>E-mail 
Address</strong> if your application uses (or will be configured to use) 
a centralized authentication scheme such as Oracle Access Manager, or 
SSO.</p>', 
'<p><em><strong>Note:</strong> This application supports the following 3 
access levels: Reader, Contributor, and Administrator.', 
'<ul>', 
'  <li><strong>Readers</strong> have read-only access to all information 
and can also view reports.</li>', 
'  <li><strong>Contributors</strong> can create, edit and delete 
information and view reports.</li>', 
'  <li><strong>Administrators</strong>, in addition to Contributors 
capability, can also perform configuration of the application by 











































































,p_prompt=>'Any authenticated user may access this application' 
,p_source=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'if apex_app_setting.get_value( p_name => ''ACCESS_CONTROL_SCOPE'' ) = 
''ACL_ONLY'' then', 
'    return ''N'';', 
'else', 











,p_inline_help_text=>'Choose <strong>No</strong> if all users are defined 
in the access control list. Choose <strong>Yes</strong> if authenticated 


























,p_process_name=>'ACCESS CONTROL ENABLED' 
,p_process_sql_clob=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'begin', 
'    if :P10010_ALLOW_OTHER_USERS = ''Y'' then', 
'        apex_app_setting.set_value (', 
'            p_name  => ''ACCESS_CONTROL_SCOPE'',', 
'            p_value => ''ALL_USERS'');', 
'    else', 
'        apex_app_setting.set_value (', 
'            p_name  => ''ACCESS_CONTROL_SCOPE'',', 
'            p_value => ''ACL_ONLY'');', 
'    end if;', 
'end;')) 
,p_error_display_location=>'INLINE_IN_NOTIFICATION' 









,p_name=>'Manage User Access' 
,p_page_mode=>'MODAL' 









'<p>This page shows a report of the application users and the access 
level granted.</p>', 
'<p>Click on the column headings to sort and filter data, or click on the 
<strong>Actions</strong> button to customize column display and many 
additional advanced features.<br>', 
'Click the <strong>Reset</strong> button to reset the interactive report 
back to the default settings.</p>', 
'<p>Click the edit icon (yellow pencil) to edit the user details and 
access level, or to delete the user.</p>', 
'<p>Click <strong>Add User</strong>, at the top of the report, to add a 














'   lower(user_name) USERNAME,', 
'   role_names ACCESS_ROLE', 
'from APEX_APPL_ACL_USERS', 





,p_name=>'Manage User Access' 
,p_max_row_count=>'1000000' 
,p_max_row_count_message=>'The maximum row count for this report is 
#MAX_ROW_COUNT# rows.  Please apply a filter to reduce the number of 
records in your query.' 




























































































































,p_name=>'Manage User Access' 
,p_alias=>'USER_ACCESS' 
,p_page_mode=>'MODAL' 











'<p>Use this form to enter users, their email address and set their 
access level. ', 
'The settings defined under <em>Configure Access Control</em> will 
determine whether the username must be their email address or can be any 
alphanumeric entry.</p>', 
'<p>This application supports the following 3 access levels: Reader, 
Contributor, and Administrator.</p>', 
'<ul>', 
'  <li><strong>Readers</strong> have read-only access to all information 
and can also view reports.</li>', 
'  <li><strong>Contributors</strong> can create, edit and delete 
information and view reports.</li>', 
'  <li><strong>Administrators</strong>, in addition to Contributors 
capability, can also perform configuration of the application by 
accessing the Administration section of the application.</li>', 
'</ul>', 
'<p>When editing an existing user you can lock their account which will 
prevent them from accessing the application.</p>', 
'<p><em><strong>Note:</strong>   If using Oracle Application Express 
accounts then users entered here must also be defined as end users by a 
























































































































































'select role_name d, role_id r', 
'from APEX_APPL_ACL_ROLES where application_id = :APP_ID ', 




'<p>When Access Control is enabled, Administrators have the ability to 
restrict access to certain application features for authenticated users. 
This application supports the following 3 roles: Reader, Contributor, and 
Administrator.<p>', 
'<ul>', 
'  <li><strong>Readers</strong> have read-only access to all information 
and can also view reports.</li>', 
'  <li><strong>Contributors</strong> can create,edit and delete 
information and view reports.</li>', 
'  <li><strong>Administrators</strong>,in addition to Contributors 










































































,p_name=>'Add Multiple Users - Step 1' 
,p_page_mode=>'MODAL' 































































































'select role_name d, role_id r', 
'from APEX_APPL_ACL_ROLES where application_id = :APP_ID ', 






















,p_inline_help_text=>'Enter usernames separated by commas, semicolons, or 
















































'    l_line      varchar2(32767);', 
'    l_emails    apex_t_varchar2;', 
'    l_username  varchar2(4000);', 
'    l_at        number;', 
'    l_dot       number;', 
'    l_valid     boolean := true;', 
'    l_domain    varchar2(4000);', 
'begin', 
'    ---------------------', 
'    -- create collections', 
'    --', 
'    apex_collection.CREATE_OR_TRUNCATE_COLLECTION 
(''ACL_BULK_USER_INVALID'');', 
'    apex_collection.CREATE_OR_TRUNCATE_COLLECTION 
(''ACL_BULK_USER_VALID'');', 
'', 
'    --------------------------------------------', 
'    -- replace delimiting characters with commas', 
'    --', 
'    l_line := :P10013_PRELIM_USERS;', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,chr(10),'' '');', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,chr(13),'' '');', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,chr(9),'' '');', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,''<'','' '');', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,''>'','' '');', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,'';'','' '');', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,'':'','' '');', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,''('','' '');', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,'')'','' '');', 
'    l_line := replace(l_line,'' '','','');', 
'', 
'    -----------------------------------------', 
'    -- get one comma separated line of emails', 
'    --', 
'    for j in 1..1000 loop', 
'        if instr(l_line,'',,'') > 0 then', 
'           l_line := replace(l_line,'',,'','','');', 
'        else', 
'           exit;', 
'        end if;', 
'    end loop;', 
'', 
'    -------------------------', 
'    -- get an array of emails', 
'    --', 
'    l_emails := apex_string.split(l_line,'','');', 
'', 
'    -----------------------------', 
'    -- add emails to a collection', 
'    --', 
'    l_username := null;', 
'    l_domain := null;', 
'    l_at := 0;', 
'    l_dot := 0;', 
'    for j in 1..l_emails.count loop', 
'        l_valid := true;', 
'        l_username := trim(l_emails(j));', 
'', 
'        if l_username is not null then', 
'            if NVL(:P10013_USERNAME_FORMAT,''x'') = ''EMAIL'' then', 
'              -----------', 
'              -- Validate', 
'              --', 
'              l_at := instr(nvl(l_username,''x''),''@'');', 
'              l_domain := substr(l_username,l_at+1);', 
'              l_dot := instr(l_domain,''.'');', 
'              if l_at < 2 then', 
'                  -- invalid email', 
'                  apex_collection.add_member(', 
'                      p_collection_name => ''ACL_BULK_USER_INVALID'',', 
'                      p_c001            => l_username,', 
'                      p_c002            => 
apex_lang.message(''APEX.FEATURE.ACL.BULK_USER.MISSING_AT_SIGN''));', 
'                  commit;', 
'                  l_valid := false;', 
'              end if;', 
'', 
'              if l_dot = 0 and l_valid then', 
'                  apex_collection.add_member(', 
'                      p_collection_name => ''ACL_BULK_USER_INVALID'',', 
'                      p_c001            => l_username,', 
'                      p_c002            => 
apex_lang.message(''APEX.FEATURE.ACL.BULK_USER.MISSING_DOT''));', 
'                  commit;', 
'                  l_valid := false;', 
'              end if;', 
'            end if;', 
'', 
'            l_username := trim(l_username);', 
'            l_username := trim(both ''.'' from l_username);', 
'            l_username := replace(l_username,'' '',null);', 
'            l_username := replace(l_username,chr(10),null);', 
'            l_username := replace(l_username,chr(9),null);', 
'            l_username := replace(l_username,chr(13),null);', 
'            l_username := replace(l_username,chr(49824),null);', 
'            if l_valid and length(l_username) > 255 then', 
'                apex_collection.add_member(', 
'                    p_collection_name => ''ACL_BULK_USER_INVALID'',', 
'                    p_c001            => upper(l_username),', 
'                    p_c002            => 
apex_lang.message(''APEX.FEATURE.ACL.BULK_USER.USERNAME_TOO_LONG''));', 
'                commit;', 
'                l_valid := false;', 
'            end if;', 
'', 
'            if l_valid then', 
'                for c1 in (select user_name username', 
'                             from APEX_APPL_ACL_USERS', 
'                            where upper(user_name) = upper(l_username) 
and application_id = :APP_ID)', 
'                loop', 
'                    apex_collection.add_member(', 
'                        p_collection_name => 
''ACL_BULK_USER_INVALID'',', 
'                        p_c001            => upper(l_username),', 
'                        p_c002            => 
apex_lang.message(''APEX.FEATURE.ACL.BULK_USER.ALREADY_IN_ACL''));', 
'                    commit;', 
'                    l_valid := false;', 
'                    exit;', 
'                end loop;', 
'            end if;', 
'', 
'            if l_valid then', 
'                for c1 in (select c001', 
'                             from apex_collections', 
'                            where collection_name = 
''ACL_BULK_USER_VALID''', 
'                              and c001 = upper(l_username))', 
'                loop', 
'                    apex_collection.add_member(', 
'                        p_collection_name => 
''ACL_BULK_USER_INVALID'',', 
'                        p_c001            => upper(l_username),', 
'                        p_c002            => 
apex_lang.message(''APEX.FEATURE.ACL.BULK_USER.DUPLICATE_USER''));', 
'                        commit;', 
'                    l_valid := false;', 
'                    exit;', 
'                end loop;', 
'            end if;', 
'', 
'            if l_valid then', 
'                apex_collection.add_member(', 
'                    p_collection_name => ''ACL_BULK_USER_VALID'',', 
'                    p_c001            => upper(l_username),', 
'                    p_c002            => null,', 
'                    p_c003            => :P10013_ROLE);', 
'                    commit;', 
'            end if;', 
'', 
'        end if;', 
'        l_username := null;', 












,p_name=>'Add Multiple Users - Step 2' 
,p_page_mode=>'MODAL' 






'    margin: 0;', 
'    list-style: none;', 
'}', 
'.uReportList li {', 
'    margin: 0 0 4px 0;', 
'}', 
'.check_icon {', 
'    display: inline-block;', 
'    width: 16px;', 
'    height: 16px;', 
'    line-height: 16px;', 
'    background: #69B86B;', 
'    color: #FFF;', 
'    text-align: center;', 
'    border-radius: 12px;', 
'    font-size: 15px;', 
'    border: 1px solid green;', 
'    text-shadow: 0 -1px 0 rgba(0,0,0,.15);', 
'    vertical-align: top;', 
'    margin-right: 4px;', 
'}', 
'.valid_user {', 
'    display: inline-block;', 
'    padding: 4px 8px 4px 4px;', 
'    border: 1px solid #D0D0D0;', 
'    border-radius: 3px;', 
'    line-height: 20px;', 
'    background-color: #F8F8F8;', 




















































'select c001 username, c002 reason', 
'  from apex_collections', 
' where collection_name = ''ACL_BULK_USER_INVALID''', 
'order by 1')) 
,p_display_when_condition=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'select 1', 
'  from apex_collections', 







































'select distinct lower(c001) username', 
'  from apex_collections', 
' where collection_name = ''ACL_BULK_USER_VALID''', 
'order by 1')) 
,p_display_when_condition=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'select 1', 
'  from apex_collections', 
















,p_column_html_expression=>'<span class="fa fa-check-circle u-success-






































'  from apex_collections', 

















'  from apex_collections', 


















'  from apex_collections', 





































'select 1 access_level', 
'from dual ', 














'  from apex_collections', 














'  from apex_collections', 






























,p_process_name=>'Add Users to Access Control List' 
,p_process_sql_clob=>wwv_flow_string.join(wwv_flow_t_varchar2( 
'declare', 
'    l_user_role_ids apex_application_global.vc_arr2;', 
'begin', 
'    for c in (  select distinct c001 as username, c003 as user_roles', 
'                from   apex_collections', 
'                where  collection_name = ''ACL_BULK_USER_VALID'' ) 
loop', 
'         l_user_role_ids := apex_util.string_to_table(c.user_roles);', 
'         for i in 1..l_user_role_ids.count loop', 
'             apex_acl.add_user_role(p_application_id => :APP_ID, 
p_user_name => c.username, p_role_id => l_user_role_ids(i));', 
'         end loop;', 
'    end loop;', 
'', 
'    apex_collection.DELETE_COLLECTION(''ACL_BULK_USER_INVALID'');', 
'    apex_collection.DELETE_COLLECTION(''ACL_BULK_USER_VALID'');', 






























,p_help_text=>'All application help text can be accessed from this page. 
The links in the "Documentation" region give a much more in-depth 













unistr('<h4>Dobrodo\0161li u aplikaciju za \0161kole! </h4>'), 
unistr('<p><b>"Aplikacija za \0161kole" je responzivna web aplikacija u 
koju se mogu pohraniti podaci o u\010Diteljima, '), 
unistr('predmetima, razrednim odjelima, u\010Denicima, izvanastavnim 
aktivnostima koje nudi \0161kola, dopunskim i dodatnim nastavama iz 
odre\0111enih predmeta te raspored provjera znanja.</b></p>'), 
'<p>', 
unistr('S lijeve strane nalazi se vertikalna navigacijska traka. Ukoliko 
nije vidljiva, mo\017Ee joj se pristupiti pritiskom na gumb u lijevom 
gornjem kutu. Pomo\0107u nje mo\017Ee se pristupiti izvje\0161tajima. 
Svako izvje\0161\0107e mo\017Ee se pretra\017Eivati, filtrirati, 
sortirati, p') 
||unistr('reuzimati, mogu se raditi operacije kao \0161to je zbrajanje 
vrijednosti te se mogu stvarati dijagrami nad odabranim podacima. Ukoliko 
se radi o jednostavnom izvje\0161taju (prva razina navigacijske trake) 
podaci se mogu dodavati pritiskom na gumb "Novi zapi') 
||unistr('s" ili a\017Eurirati pritiskom na olovku na po\010Detku svakog 




unistr('U obrascima kojima se pristupa gumbom "Novi zapis" upis podataka 
je vrlo jednostavan i pregledan. Podaci moraju biti uneseni na zadani 
na\010Din: upisom tra\017Eenog podatka ili odabirom ponu\0111enog.'), 
'</p>', 
'<p>', 
unistr('Kod pristupa slo\017Eenim izvje\0161tajima/obrascima druge razine 
navigacijske trake prvo je potrebno odabrati redak izvje\0161taja za koj 
se \017Eele unijeti podaci, pa pomo\0107u "Edit" ili "Add row" (ovisno 
\017Eelimo li urediti ili dodati podatak) unijeti potrebne podat') 
||unistr('ke. Podaci moraju biti uneseni na zadani na\010Din: upisom 
tra\017Eenog podatka ili odabirom ponu\0111enog. Nakon unosa podataka 
potrebno je promjene spremiti pritiskom na gumb "Spremi".'), 
'</p>', 
'<p>', 
unistr('Drugi izvje\0161taji kojima se mo\017Ee pristupiti iz 
navigacijske trake su vizualnog karaktera (dijagrami) i ne mogu se 
ure\0111ivati: Odli\010Dni u\010Denici, U\010Denici s neopravdanim 
izostancima, Broj upisanih u\010Denika po \0161kolskoj godini . Radi se o 
odabranim statisti\010Dk') 





bilje\0161ki" nalazi se kalendar sa prikazom imena i prezimena 
u\010Ditelja koji su unijeli bilje\0161ku za odre\0111eni datum. 
Postavljanjem pokaziva\010Da na prikazano pojavljuje se dodatni podatak 
za koji je unesena bilje\0161ka i \0161to') 
||unistr(' u njoj pi\0161e. Pritiskom na gumb "Raspored" u gornjem desnom 
kutu te podatke mo\017Eemo vidjeti u obliku popisa.'), 
unistr('</p><p>U "Provjere znanja" prikazuje se raspored provjera znanja. 
Pritiskom na gumb "Dodaj novu provjeru" mogu se dodavati nove provjere 
znanja. Pritiskom na postoje\0107u provjeru znanja mogu\0107e je 


















































unistr('Ukoliko, nakon pro\010Ditanog "O aplikaciji",  imate 










































set verify on feedback on define on 
prompt  ...done 
